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ABSTRACT 
The of T -DNA from Agrobacterium tumefaciens to eUkaryotic cells is one 
most extensively studied examples interkingdom DNA transfer. transfer 
revolutionized plant molecular biology to the extent the introduction 
genes into plant geIloDles IS now a Apart the finding 
RSF 10 10, can mediate its transfer from A. tumefaciens into plant as well as 
between 
mobilization functions of 
generated 
010 substitute for .. "'rn",,~,t- of the 
The 
border 
T-DNA sequences of tumefaciens. In 
another plasmid, pTF-FC2, to 
thesis I investigated the ability 
to plants. 
This plasmid is a 12.2-kb, non-conjugative, broad-host-range plasmid that was 
isolated from the biomining bacterium Acidithiobacillus 
ferrooxidans (previously called Thiobacillus ferrooxidans). The plasmid was found 
to be unique whilst its replicon clearly 
IncQ plasmids, the mobilization IUnlCWDns A"'''',",''J,UA'',U 
unique +"""·tl1r",,, 
an interesting plasmid 
plasmids. 
"'AHH ............ " to RSFIOlO made it 
aims this study were to 
"'''''''.F. ... ,'''' the possible use of as a plant vector, to elucidate the ..... 'v ......... "' ... 
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action for a to develop a for plant 
transformation and also to analyze 
multi gene plant transformation. 
the that the pH.,.,U ...... could III 
derivative 
plasmids, pTDl 
marker, the nptII 
the and the 
pDER405, was as backbone to construct two 
pDER-bar. Plasmid pTDI contained as the plant ov .. ""' ....... HV 
.... ""'''''''-... ' ... by the plasmid left 
bialaphos resistance gene as a selectable UL .. 'U .... ' ... but lacked 
borders. Agrobacterium "' ......... '" C58Cl(pMP90)(PTD1) and 
LBA4404(pAL4404)(pDER-bar) were F-,VL.'.., .... "" ... by elec:trot'OraltlOn were used in 
co-cultivation experiments using tobacco leaf discs. Large numbers 
morphologically normal transgenic were obtained through the co-cultivation of 
tobacco 
Southern blot 
with LBA4404(pAL4404)(pDER-bar). amplification and 
were to confirm the stable integration of the transgenes in 
the To and the TJ generations. These results that the bar III a 
'1 that it inherited in a Mendelian 
transformants (PMP90)(PTDl). This finding 
demonstrated that not only were this transfer system but 
that could possibly inhibit the DNA 
....... F-,L ... U'-'" process when 
, ....... v·" with a pTF-FC2 derived binary vector. 
In order to determine the extent to which the pDER-bar plasmid into 
the tobacco genome, sets primers that covered the open 
plasmid were designed and used PCR reactions. In randomly selected 
To plants that were analyzed of showed the presence of all the open 
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rea.Qllilg "'" ....... ,,.'" indicating the plasmid had integrated into the genomes of 
these plants. Apart from two lines which showed aberrant integration patterns three 
contained the traJt1stjerrf~d regions adjacent to each other, AU""~"""UF> that they were 
tralls:tc::rr(~d as one block. also Ch .. \UN·rl that ..... ..,.~"'+,.1" was unidirectional, 
from to with mobeD leading way into the plant cell and mobA coming 
to the mechanism of DNA transfer to plants by pTF-Fe2 it was 
to establish which protein was responsible for of DNA 
strand to be transferred. VirD2 and MobA were both have 
nicking Initially an was out to whether 
41-mer oligonucleotide that contained 
showed that VirD2 could cleave the nick 
regIOn 
ability to cleave the pTiA6 right border the 
VirD2 could cleave a 
ofpTF-FC2. The 
with 40% '"' ...... ~n' .. '" 
octopine strain [UnterllCUm.s. In order to determine the contribution each of the 
proteins, strains of Agrobacterium that carried the VirD2 and a 
dysfunctional MobA gene (i.e. VirD2+ /MobA") VirD2-/MobA +) 
together with the other two combinations, and VirD2-/MobA- were 
n,..",.,.<lT"''' Using transient pYT'\rp'~Cu,n experiments 
f!rc){)acte,rlu;m u< ........ u were showed that MobA + NirD2+ 
able to transfer DNA into plant cells with an equal ..... ,' .. """'n .... ' 
NirDT 
could 
could not 
These results show that 
plasmid DNA to plants whereas the MobA-NirD2+ 
plasmid DNA with a low efficiency 0.03%. 
MobA is able to mediate 
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transfer is negligible. 
plants and that the ...,,,,,,uu,}l.nu,,n made 
19 
VirD2 
model system generation multigene plant transformants based on the co-
traJl1stlornlatllon of two compatible tumefaciens vectors was developed. The 
used pBI121 with nptIl for kanamycin resistance as a selectable and 
pPZPIOO, which was the bar gene bialaphos as a ""vn''''' .. ,vL .... 
C58Cl(pMP90)(pBI121)(pPZPlOO-bar) was generated and 
tobacco Ava,A-U,H'v co-cultivation experiments resulted in double transformants in 
the T 0 OPl'lPl"!~t1I1.n Of the doubly traltlStCJmled plants that were randomly "',",L'"'"''~''''' 
and self-pollinated the them showed that they the two 
genes one genetic locus, thus resulting in an inheritance pattern of 1. 
results this system attractive for the generation of multigene plant 
transformants. 
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CHAPTER! 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
INTRODUCTION 
Horizontal mobilization 
from one orgamsm to another, produces 
U...,<.I.' •• ,-,u of e:enetlc int<mnatlcm 
",vl..-",,,,,, '" I"! dynamic genomes In which 
"' ....... ",", .... 'UL amounts of are introduced into and deleted from the chromosome 
(reviewed Ochman et al. 2000). Horizontal gene has been ex1:en:Slvel 
in prokaryotes eukaryotes. Examples such transfer between different 
species are found with coli Saccharomyces 
(Heinneman and 1989), tumefaciens plants, and A. tumefaciens and 
yeast (Bundock et al. 1 Piers et al. 1996). The material that is transmitted 
between L5'"U""""" is usually the 
supercoiled molecules present in some species of bacteria. Under 
normal growth conditions plasmids are dispensable to their cells. the 
in plasmids CO!1lIer greater versatility or adaptability on 
recipient by providing advantageous functions that include antibiotic resistance 
degradative metabolic pathways. 
Plasmids are replicated, t..-",,~.,t"Mh"1'1 and Urul':>l<l,lIVU with the cm·orrlOS~Dme. 
They evolved an HL'-''''U(;LlH'''UL''' that ensures COltltulUexi survival in 
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host the absence of selection (Thomas, 2000). In order to the wmecessary 
dimerization nprnrPF'n identical COtlles of a ",Uk..,,,,,,,,, in a bacterial 
cell, a multimer resolution system (mrs) that ensures that each copy the plasmid 
gerlolIle functions as a separate of inheritance, (Roberts et al. 1990). 
.n .. HVLU'-'1. plasmid u ..... vu'wu,"u1. is the pm;t-segI'eg,ltlClnal killing plasmid 
addiction) that the death By killing plasmid-free 
cells mechanism ensures that only plasmid-containing cells predominate in a 
popUlation. The killing is by RNA:RNA or 
protein:protein interactions and activation of the "poison" relies on different rates of 
or decay for "poison" or "poison" mRNA, and the "antidote" 
protein or .. u .... ..,"' ... "'''' RNA Jensen and et al. 1997). 
Not all plasmids are able to coexist the same Any two v~ ... "'.u .... ., known to bear 
this trait are n"''''I"'rt,,,,,,n as incompatible. ."., •.• 1..1'-''''', which have the same 
COlrltfC)l functions are incompatible thus are "'"",1..0:,"'-''''' to the same incompatibility 
(Inc group). of one incompatibility group are related to 
each other and cannot be stably maintained in same bacterial celL Only different 
kinds plasmids are compatible.. ensures that a cell can contain a wide 
of plasmids. Hundreds of plasmids have been into mc~onlDaLtl 
to 
of 
incompatibility 
""''''''''U.Lv of promoting 
P, Q, and are termed 
own replication over a range 
Such plasmids offer the opportunity to readily transfer 
cloned DNA molecules into a wide range of genetic environments. 
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transmission, these means of exchange are 
called conjugation, transformation Conjugation the 
attachment two related through a pilus and 
Transformation 
presence of a self-
transmissible or a mobilizable p'"'~uu"",. 
DNA and requires no special 
through the action of a bacterial 
~,.....~ .. _'££ can be divided into four 
the of 
IS DNA transfer U.l"' .. .u ....... u 
1 Establishment of intimate physical contact between a donor and recipient 
called mating pair formation (mpf); 
2 Preparation DNA "'UJ""',"'''," (mobilization); 
3 DNA transfer; 
4 Formation of a LVVUV~'U functional plasmid in 
Not all 
Based on 
plasmids are genetically able to 
properties plasmids fall into groups: 
1 A non-transmissible plasmid genes that code 
recipient. 
out all of 
mpfandDNA 
Such a plasmid would not only unable to cause formation the 
2 
3 
through which donor to recipient 
but also to its for 
A conjugative has of the information to its own 
for the lJ.lv .. "'U.lO that are capable of processing its 
DNA for 
plasmids; 
and this transfer relies on an mpf system from conjugative 
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4. A plasmid is a conjugative 1.l1a,;)U11lU that can other 
plasmids either by trans effects, or by cointegration; 
It is interesting to note that the mechanism of transfer of conjugative plasmids 
fromE. to is very similar to the one involved bacterial conjugation. 
transfer is not 1"Pctror·tpn to a "''-''''VA.L'''' bacterial transfer system two plasmids 
belonging to different incompatibility groups could be mobilized into yeast cells 
(Heinemann and ;')plragUe, 1989). Agrobacterium tumefaciens, the causative of 
crown gall tumors in plants harbors"a tumor inducing (Ti) plasmid. A. tumefaciens 
has evolved a mechanism whereby only a ... v .............. sl~gIJrrerlt the plasmid called 
T-DNA tanstelTed DNA) can transferred to plant cells. This me:cnlml:sm 
resembles in some aspects the bacterial conjugation system which it probably 
evolved. provide further support to this tn",,,,U,PC' it has also been shown that the 
A. tumefaciens nOlrm,lU" required T-DNA 
can direct conjugative tr!11nQtl~r an IncQ plasmid between Agrobacteria 
p1"chp,~a"'·n et al. 
Although the transfer process between UDl1.ClienUm and plants is intriguing, 
, 
the be neither nor unique. best 
an evolutionary borrowing vn.""~U"1F> DlrOClessl~s to suit its 
ends (Zambyski, 1988). So far, data "IF>F,"'o~ that the early steps of T-DNA 
traJlst(~r nrnpp,",,", use well bacterial processes, recognition to 
DNA (Stachel and Zambryski, 1986). it seems 
plausible to think that DNA transfer system between Agrobacteria and plants can 
be fully understood if an in depth study of bacterial conjugation is also undertaken. 
\ 
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1.1 Conjugation 
.... p;., .... "'u is a specialized process involving unidirectional transfer 
reqUIres DNA from a 
plasmids and that constitute the major route for their 
transfer the Conjugation are remarkable 
mediating "t .. ",,,,,h,,, .. between a wide bacterial Fo."'U''''U'& and, in some from 
bacterial to fungal and plant cells. These properties conjugation an 11"n'nA,I"t!:l1,t 
source of plasticity, potentiating of environmental and 
evolutionary ;:>151111.l"'"'I''''' (Mazodier and 1991). Depending on the system, up 
to 50 "t.-""""h",.. provide for the Functional 
Fo.Vl1"'.J..... dissection suggest that two sets of functions direct process of DNA 
transfer . mpf apparatus the initial contact between donor recipient, 
..... "'.v ..... the DNA processing ", ..... " ....... "110 take care of providing the substrate to be 
transferred in form DNA. Transfer initiates at a .:J,-,',VAi,U of 
1 
2 
3 
and DfC)Celeas a rolling 
importance to study bacterial conjugation 
Understanding the mechanistic 
of macromolecule 
phylogenetic and functional 
1 .. "'''' .. '' ............ 1 of replication. 
many aspects, of which are: 
in order to contribute to 
the mating pair formation 
molecular mechanisms of bacterial conjugation 
provide major pathway for among 
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resistance in pathogenic bacteria is alarming; 
4 A deeper understanding of transformation systems. 
25 
Biochemical and molecular "' .... UH.'''' on enterobacteria, resulted in the discovery of 
conjugation as the plasmid F-encoded process of Escherichia coli K-I F 
plasmid is complex, requiring about 40 transfer (tra) in a continuous 
segment. The majority specify 
extracellular conjugative pilus and proteins that stabilize aggregates of mating 
(Ippen-Ihler Minkley, 1986; Frost et aI, 1993). Substantial advances have 
come from work with other 
RK2 of IncPa group 
I-'''''''''''''U'', especially of the IncQ 
plasmids, 
1994). Study 
also 
with RP4 and 
results. mobilizable plasmid typically carries a limited number of mob for its 
own DNA processing conjugation, but requires a coresident conjugative plasmid to 
supply other ess:enltlal functions. The lSV1.1VL<>.1 model prc,ce~;SlIlg during 
1 
..... ::. ... "" ... in 
by nicking at oriT 
essentially occurs in following four 
by transfer or mobilization genes 
nicking enzyme is often called 
relaxase of DNA strand at oriT is carried out in a protein 
complex called the relaxosome; 
2 nicking protein remains covalently attached to the end of nicked strand; 
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3 the ,",V.,VAv"n the nicked and transferred single-strand is LVU'ILU and ligated to 
fonn a supercoiled plasmid; 
4 In donor the non-transferred circular strand is also CODilea to fonn an 
plasmid (reviewed in Waters and Guiney, 1993). 
1.2 The oriT 
origin of transfer (oriT) is a nucleotide sequence that is required cis DNA 
transfer. It has the capacity to convert a non-transmissible plasmid into a mobilizable 
one (Lanka Wilkins, 1995). OriTs are IOc~ltea in the tratlst(~r gene \JVAHI.,H.\JA. 
DHtlerent plasmids within a particular incompatibility group 
detectable between 
and Lanka, 1991; 
... 1(:1.."'(:1." .... IS a 
identifiable (Table 1.1). 
their 
each, c011servf~d nucleotides extcend 
upstream or around nic. The origins of 
They include: 
a few nucleotides 
features common. 
1 content III flanking "'F'-,'.'U'UU, probably facilitating strand 
negatively supercoiled DNA; 
2 A secondary structure I'"r\l',t""l'.,.""rl direct and nl1"r""t't- sequence repetitions, 
which function as specific sites for DNA binding nr£1,tpl1'Ul 
3 UUUH.".", bends as potential protein-binding to the oriT "1-..... '1'"1"1111" .. 
locally, resulting access VAV ...... AU to the nick region; 
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4 for tra gene In many cases cause 
transcription oriT. 
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1.3 The F plasmid 
on coli that ability to act as a donor, 
was a genetic trait. fertility factor or F factor is a 94,500 bp, dsDNA 
plasmid which is o"A111Ar~ independent of the host chromosome. F factor 
controls own replication. It has two of replication, oriV, 
bidirectional replication and oriS, 
factor also codes for proteins that 
for <Ull'UU ",-, replication. F 
_,.,.4'_"_ DNA synthesis so that its copy number 
,",~',U.Q,I", the partition into the daughter cells IS at a low level, proteins that 
E. coli Conjugation the of a 
between a donor (F+) recipient (F-) bacterium. DNA replaces the 
transferred strand in the donor and converts the transferred strand in recipient 
to double stranded cannot attach to donor cells due to 
the n,.",tA"'" coded the phenomenon 
called .., ... ~ ..... "'''' exclusion (reviewed in Wilkins and Lanka, 1993). 
28 
The in DNA metabolism during transfer are TraI, TraY, TraM, 
and TraD. Purified Tral (also known as DNA helicase 1) has long been known to 
contain DNA helicase activity (Abdel-Monem et 1 . Lahue and Matson, 1988), 
and it has been that the carboxy-terminal half of the protein is a DNA 
dependent (Traxler and Minkly, 1988; et al. 1991). Therefore, it 
appears that the tra! ,",u,-,vu,,.,,,, a bifunctional protein containing an amino domain 
with DNA strand scission activity and a carboxyl domain with DNA activity. 
TraI, which is an ATP-dependant DNA helicase, apparently two 
nicking and unwinding and a of DNA as a 
The tra! locus a 180- 1756-amino polypeptide a 94-
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kDa, S02-amino acid polypeptide TraI* from an 
UU,,"JI1UVV et al. 1988;Traxler et 1988). translational start 
'.'-'L"U .... ·L .... U of the site strand "",'-''-'Hj,,-, has been " ..... 'u'-'u at the OlOcm~mllcal level 
(Matson and Morton, 1991; p'\J(]rPT<;! et al. 1991; Matson et al. 1993; Sherman and 
Matson, 1994; Nelson et 1995). V<.UjLL",,," out a 
requires , low salt conditions, and a supercoiled DNA 
reacucm that 
Once DNA has 
been the phosphate at the nick covalently associated 
the Y80 amino whereas the 3' hydroxyl is and available for 
extension ",,,..,.,.,.,"',,. by DNA 
An analysis of oriT shows that the region adjacent to the nick is complex. It 
VVA,""",UAo.> two binding for the host factor (Tsai et al. 1990), one 
binding site (Nelson et ai, 1993), one TraM binding (Laurenzio et 1992), 
two intrinsic DNA bends et 1990), and several inverted sequence repeats 
(Frost et 1994). The VLVVU,,,UH.'-'CU role TraY and IHF the 
rel:aX()SOlme at oriThas demonstrated Nelson et al. 
were shown to "UAUU':<lLv the ... ~+~+ .. ,,., of supercoiled 
topological requirement for a supercoiled DNA substrate, and 
chloride inhibition. 
a 
These proteins 
in vitro, 
sodium 
TraM is a 1 'T •• "--''LLJ cytoplasmic tetramers in solution (Verdi no 
et al. 1999). It binds to three sites in oriT (Di et al. 1992). site 
called sbmC is associated with U.U"'.U"L, while the other two sbmA and sbmB are 
involved in the autoregulation of traM transcription (Penfold et al. 1996). Removal 
sbmA and sbmB mating 100-fold, while the additional deletion of 
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sbmC in a 100-fold "P(,1"P~ m of J.U"-"H"J."''''U'U'H of a 
plasmid a cloned "pl'~1r,n et al. 1991). Recent studies 
and (2000) have confinned findings "'u,,,, ... ,,,,n and Wilson that TraM is 
a specific function for TraM has not required for ""LLLV" ....... cleavage at nic. 
.;not been ....... .LHiV'U.. It been proposed playa m prOlm(mnlg 
fonnation via fonnation of a nucleosome-like structure at oriT which adjusts 
sUtlerJ:lellcal density promotes 
(Kupelwieser et aZ.1998). ability to bind 
(Disque-Kochem and Dreiseikelmann, 1997) 
to the membrane. 
unwinding in preparation for transfer 
near and with 
that may anchor 
is an membrane V.L ", ..... ,l.u whose ... ",uLVU.vU is to connect relaxosome and 
the mf:mtmlltle-Spl:mnmg 1-'1\,"""".H ClomPlf:X for 
genes), and so it been the "coupling protein" 
VA.L" ...... "J.""'..... of a ULnU.L"'- protein is typical The carboxyl 
tenninus of was to add specificity and efficiency to F-plasmid 
transfer that u .......... "'u5 it resulted the broadening of range 
mobilizable eiaX01:;onaes at the a decrease the of 
transfer (Sastre et 1998), 
In .LVLiH".U'U'H of relaxosome at the has shown to be a 
stepwise assembly 
both IHF and TraY 
promote TraI binding 
binding near 
.... LV • ..,U."· IHF, and (Howard et al. Initially 
to their respective within oriT. This binding appears to 
correct sequence within TraI 
TraM must be bound in to nic Drf:smnal,l to allow 
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... , ... ,;:) ... .,l ... specificity 
1.4 IncP plasmids 
Studies on the broad host 
and RP4 are examples, 
31 
transferosome via TraD. ofthese contributes to 
Frost, 2000). 
plasmids, which the an"·""l"I" ... t identical 
insights into initiation of DNA transfer and 
These plasmids are of particular their ability to 
replicate 
including 
and to IH...".ua,..., DNA 
negative 
1993). Conjugative functions 
to, a wide variety of mlCfCIOr)gaIllslns, 
positive bacteria and (reviewed by Guiney, 
60099-bp (for the VV."tJ'l .... '''' sequence see 
Pansegrau et al. 1994) are encoded by two distinct regions designated Tral and Tra2 
(Barth et al. 1978; et ai, 1992; et al. 1993). Tra1 consists operons, 
VAiUU.'l",,,,, the and the operon anslegnlU et al.1994). The T1"'l,,,,,t-t ... 
origin is flanked by involved in the formation of relaxosome, the DNA-
protein complex that transfer by at oriT by and 
Lanka, 1989). fully functional oriT region has been cloned as a 2S0-bp 
that can be mobilized in trans by the RK2 t..a'''Ict,,,,,.. ess:enltlal components 
Tral include the H,'l,QA(JI<:)\;i, two VU • .uUllS proteins, as 
well as and TraF et al. 1994; ""-'u • ....,., .. and Wilkins, 1 et al. 
1993). The increases transfer efficiency 
approximately 200-fold, but functions are not essential (Lessl et al. 1993). 
involved in the and DNA tra:nspion map in the regIOn include one Tral 
traF. 
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Four encode proteins involved in binding and VU. •. AV"'VH.V l()TIIlatllon in 
vitro, traH, J, I and K. 
specific nicking at 
experiments 
inverted 
and proteins are sufficient in vitro for 
(Pansegrau et ai. 1990a). Current are on 
TraJ to nick-proximal arm the 19-bp 
as a nrp'rPflU of TraI u .. J! ..... "lS to 
complex (Ziegelin et ai. 1989). Only the N-terminal portion of TraI nicking 
activity in and this protein is covalently bound to the 5' end of the nicked strand 
et 1990b). ""AllAUU"',",," relaxosome formation in vitro and 
specifically to mUltiple sites the leading strand oriT, the DNA 
around a TraK core et ai. 1992). TraH does not bind to and is 
.... "'1".1"<>"1'1 .. 11 In through with doesn't seem 
to playa role although it enhances UIVAU"';; activity --~l"'~"J 
TraJ and TraI (Pansengrau et ai. 1990a). 
Negatively 
relaxosomes vitro. 
DNA is 
1 
nr,::·tp1''1'pn sur)srrate for formation the 
protein binds specifically to oriT, 
recogmzmg a IO-bp palindrome in the arm of imperfect 19-bp inverted 
sequence that is upstream of nic (Ziegelin et ai. 1989). TraJ 
TraI binding are lOc:aH:)O on the same side of the DNA indicating a 
contact between 
mechanism. The 
unable to to UVI'<Ui',,-
a 
Relaxosome assembly involves a cascade-like 
involves the binding of to m a 
(the L ,""i."",,,,,,,", I 
oriT DNA UH'~VLL During 
which is 
relaxation reaction, 
"",",I.iU","" phosphodiester bond and attaches covalently to the 
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terminus amino acid residue (Pansengrau et al. 1990b). Notably 
the vitro cleavage reaction at RP4 IS of host encoded 
proteins. Independence host functions may contribute the broad replication and 
transfer of this plasmid (reviewed 1995). 
TraG plays 
1997). 
role coupling protein the conjugation system (Cabezon et 
1 The IncQ plasmids 
8684-bp plasmid, RSF1 01 0, is a mobilizable, but not self transmissible plasmid 
the IncQ group has the remarkable capability to replicate in a range of 
hosts, including most of the am-ne:e:a1Jve bacteria (reviewed and 
Bagdasarian, 1989) and at some of the Gram-positive species (Grome1y and 
1991). Mobilization RSFIOIO (essentially to plasmid 
requires a -1 region plasmid (Derbyshire Willets, 1987; et 
al.1987) the presence of an appropriate conjugation system that is provided a 
co-existing conjugative plasmid such as that the IncP The HLH~AU,~A 
functional oriT is bp 
by mobC 
divergently TT-::1'nC(,'M 
in vitro stnmOl-SrleCliTl 
is flanked .nci'l'P-::1t'n by mobA, mobB, and 
Mob nr£'l,Tpn"lc 
are arranged in 
used to oernOIlstr'ate 
RSFIOIO oriT (Scherzinger et al. 1992). the 
ions, MobA-, MobB-, and MobC-dependent C<'1V"'YC; was observed 
linear or supercoiled of supercoiled DNA 
amounts of MobC. MobA and MobC are """",,,",uu ... , components the relaxosome, 
.. ""."' ... " MobB a stimulatory effect. MobC protein cannot to the linear 
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duplex or supercoiled DNA, and it IS presumably brought into position by its 
interaction MobA bound to oriT by Wilkins, 1995). 
MobAis of the mobilization ...... "',1-"'" ... " and COIISIStS of a polypeptide chain of 
amino of which only an amino terminal segment 243 amino acids is 
for conjugal transfer. an essential component of the relaxosome, 
MobA performs soe:CltlC lJj' .... !'I.Ui}<, of the plasmid DNA at a unique 
within oriT. 
cleaved 
nicking, MobA becomes covalently attached to the 5' of 
Y24 amino acid and is also involved in the termination 
The nicked plasmid DNA is unwound, and the linear strand transferred 
into recipient The strand is then ligated by covalently attached MobA 
1'\r(~tplrn to form a circular U ... .;'i ....... "Uv (Bhattachargee and 1991; 
and 1993). 
have shown that MobB, a protein efficient Hl\.J'VH1.<..QUVl 
increases the proportion of plasmid mC)le(:ul(~S nicked at oriT. nicked molecules 
remain super-coiled vi o, with superhelicity probably maintained by non-covalent 
protein-DNA binding within relaxosome et al.1992). important 
technique in probing for single-stranded the been to use 
potassium and Gralla, 1989), which selectively 
unpaired LI.HUUJ.Uv, primarily The oxidized can be 
mapped by primer with the Klenow U"J"""""'''' of DNA polymerase I because 
they cause or pair before, the attecl:ed 
that MobB more sensitive to oxidation by 
pelrm,m~~anate shows that it proportion of complexed plasmid molecules 
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rather than changing the equilibrium between nicked covalently closed fonns. 
Meyer (1996) discovered that MobB .... TI"\·tPl11 the 
amount of complex fonned only several fold but increased the transfer 
approximately WOO-fold. It is possible that MobB about a high 
of mobilization some way other 
molecules. protein could act as a 
increasing the proportion of 
to ensure n1" ... np1" reCQgJ[l1 
between the elaXmlOITle and other components the transfer machinery, encoded 
by the plasmid or by the bacterial chromosome. MobB could act 
indirectly causing a confonnational m relaxosome could 
stability. Such an effect MobB on transfer cause more rounds of 
transfer active donor cell (Perwez 1996). 
MobC is a small pro·tem that only 94 amino (Scholtz et aI, 1989). It 
has been shown that the frequency conjugal mobilization of plasmid R1162 is 
reduced approximately 50-fold donor cells MobC and Meyer, 1997) . 
Under these "" ......... n."' .. "", MobA can cause 'UF>HU,,"'''''U helical 
but both this strand separation and conjugal transfer become 
......... "' .. within oriT, 
sensitive to 
amount of active DNA HUT"'''''' in the cell. Since MobC cannot C'Pl'\'lT,,,tp strands 
by itself (Zhang and Meyer, 1995) it therefore means it plays a significant in 
helping to achieve MobA-induced strand separation at oriT. When MobC is 
unavailable, MobA would depend more on the distortion 
supercoiling to aid the ret:aXCISOlme. the thymine located 
nic, the MobA cleavage site, are still to 
cleavage when MobC is absent. MobC is required for 
pennanganate sensitivity of the at (Zhang and Meyer 1997). not only 
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does MobC In it eXlencls this <;1pT'.tlr~ltl to 
site. is a very important function of MobC since experimental evidence 
shown that MobA .v ... "' ... "....,... melting at order to cleave at this 
why nicking and transfer require MobC even though the region of oriT 
adjacent to nic is still melted its absence. MobC on both extending 
and enhancing strand ser)an:lt10m Sl.lgglests that it acts as a 
into the DNA and unzipping the DNA strands (Zhang and Meyer, 1997). 
1.6 DNA transfer between Agrobacterium tumefaciens and plants 
Among all bacterial conjugation systems, one evolved by Agrobacterium to stably 
transform plant IS because by 
prokaryotic have to achieve functions to eukaryotic cells. A. 
am-ne:gatlve soil phytopathogen tumefaciens is a rod-shaped, peritrichous, motile, 
that Virulent strains are responsible 
~~t:2£.l~~u~!.!;." and gymnosperms as well as some monocotyledonous plants. 
strains of Agrobacterium contain a roughly 200-kb, !y!!!.QI::1llill!£llWJJl 
~~!,I>" (Watson et 1975), a portion which, T-DNA, is ans:terred to plant 
cells through ~2M-"""'~ __ ~~ nTPOT-:l,TPtl into plant DNA 
during (for see Caplan et aI, 1983; Nester et al. 1 
et al. 1988; Otten et 
Stafford 2000). Although it 
1992; and Chilton, 1999; Gelvin, 2000; 
been reported that 
plant the u"", ... U\,'" of a wound most by through~~~ 
and Hohn, 1997), infection normally takes place at a plant wound 
or in a rapidly dividing cell suspension culture (An, 1985). Wounded plant cells 
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exude phenolic such as act::IQs.ynng()ne and a wide range of amino acids 
phenolic compounds a dual role, and sugars. 
nec:ess,aNfur~~~~~~ also as Chemo-attractantsfor A, tume,faciens.. and 
llli!.Y&.!U~~IWi§lQrL.1u...J~...laJ~~U1ill~~ which 
This transfer of approximately 20 known vir 
located on plasmid 1992), as as a 
small number (Zorregueieta and Ugalde, 1986; 
___ ,..,,_' ___ et al. 1989; Matthyse et 1996). 
Most traltlsti~rr(:d genes can 
to the production COITIO'0U11QS are by 
a keto acid or.mruY and are released)Jy the plant for use by the 
by see 
and Farrand, 2000). Agrobacteria are often classified to "'-...:;.z..~~ ........ """-
encoded by their T-DNA, most common being either nopaline or ruttopine 
.......... 'vu. .• ..., (Hooykaas 1994). Opine import into, the 
.J.<Q.WM.I~a;u.u.....lJ.lJ,.IJJl.I.M.the bacterial cells require specialized that are encoded by 
the plasmid. Owing to fact Agrobacterium has managed to evolve and create 
own favorable niche since only a few soil mllcroor~~anlsnlS are "'a~,au.,,,, of 
and 2000). 
The mediates of the 
~~~,u which with 
,w.a.wMl.o!olo~ and cause neoplastic growth, reSUlting crown gall tUlnors,(Akiyoshi et al. 
1983), It been shown that the simultaneous mutation genes the over-
production of auxins cytokinins ...... u ...... turnolrlgl~ne;sls abolishes tUlnor formation 
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but does not prevent T-DNA and integration (Leemans et al. 1982; Ream et 
ai. 1983). helretlJre ~ .............. and not on tumor foonation. 
coded by contains no information required for 1T",."C!1',>r 
and integration et al. 1983; Zambryski et al. 1983). A11loUler portion of Ti 
plasmid, !he vir region, is required tumorigenesis (Ooms et al. 1 Garfinkel 
"1<>,,1'<> .. 1980; Holsters et al. 1980), but DNA from this detected 
in tumors (Thomashow et al. 1980; -'-''''J.UUj''''~'' et al. 1980). This 
involved in =~"4 and intew;a,tion of ..:0....:-';= Ti plasmid contains a of 
25 linked virulence am.:mg(~d in seven operons (Stachel and Nester, 1986). 
The ",,,1'<>"""'11",, chromosome also carries a of other virulence genes that 
that determine attachmect to the plant 
synthesis of cellulose .L ... .". ... O>. and additional functions that are not yet understood. 
Induction of the virulence genes 
In to Huua •. "" process on Ti jJi"'''J.HJlU must 
be activated by three kinds environmental ~'o."-"~ wound a 
(reviewed by Charles et al. 1992; 1992; 1994). 
llliWlJlllu::nOJ.ljCLCan:LtWl.Ul~ monosaccarides 
an pH et al. 1985). 
perceive signals. 
cytoplasmic .Lu ... '.............. " by two transmembrane domains, contains one N-terminal 
periplasmic domain and three C-terminal cytoplasmic domains (Melchers et ai. 
Chang and Winans, 1 linker, 
..... L ...... ""..." and receiver domains (Fig. 1.1). 
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DOMAIN 
Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram 
(1999). 
39 
OOH 
NHz 
VirA ..... nt"".n Adapted from tlaIJLSen and Chilton 
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The protein the plasmid is 829 amino and that 
nopaline-type plasmid is 834 amino Both proteins have 1.Ia.,,."""'HjI the same 
domains with an identity of more than 70%. The ~~!.liOI.I,A.U.\."""""".l.I.I.I.~ is responsible 
sensmg a u .. " ... ""1-,, of vir gene 
induction. The linker domain is necessary for perceiving 1-' .. '.,,,'-, .. ..., compounds and 
The of the receiver domain is clear (Chang and Winans, 1992). 
nUIP",ar it was reported by Chang and 992) that octopine 
receiver domain an role in transduction, because when 
domain was deleted, monosaccharides alone induced vir the 
have that octopine VirA 
receiver domain apparently .... "'1t ... l't" the recognition of phenolic inducers by VirA, 
since certain mutations in the or its removal widens the spectrum of inducers 
which 1996). 
respOllse to the and 
~~~~~~W to within the the amino terminal 
domain of response regulator et ai. 1990) and then Qga.m~..!!!S 
It is interesting to note 
that carboxy-terminal region of Vir A, the receiver domain, so called of 
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its homology to the domain of (Chang and Winans, 1992). Thus VirA 
VirG function like a two component regulatory U .... '.VHl".UJ'1". to a large 
of nIH• • .-n that respond to the £Wmll&ai....saJOOIDllIl1£!l! '-''''', ....... ,.fl. et 
1987; Das 1994). Promoters vir genes one or more 1 "vir box" 
sequenlces (Winans et 1987). A mutants that their vir 
constitutively led to the discovery of virGN54D two independent groups (pazour et 
1992; Han et al. 1992) . mutation apparently leads to a confonnation the 
protein that ... ","' ....... JL' .... .., that of phosphorylated virGo Constitutive ext)re:;Slcm 
of vir by Agrobacterium eliminates the time consuming process inducing the 
to inoculation onto plant The mutant be more 
effective in transfonnation u\.i .... au,)\.i it is the induced state at times. Experiments 
comparing the efficiency of transfonnation a constitutive vector """""'..... with 
that of 
especially 
C01Tel)DOndmg inducible one showed the mutant 
recalcitrant plant """,,,r .. rn p . ..L,"U~""'H et ai. 1994). 
The chromosomally encoded 
et al. 1990; et ai. 1990). 
is a Q..e.tm.!.lWIW{..Slij~b.UJ.d.w~I.llU~ (Cangelosi 
levels of phenolics such as ac(;n:o:syrm,,~onle do 
not induce the octopine mutant strain nor is 
of monosaccharides on vir induction by low levels of phenolic compounds. 
observation that chvE mutants are avirulent on a variety of plants can cause 
delayed tumor fonnation on others indicate non-susceptible 
probably a SUIIlClem level 01J""-'il.Jlv phenolic compounds to induce the 
genes. In such plants, the:rei()re, tumor fonnation may the 
"'''F,'''''''' on induction, which is only possible when chvE is eX1Jresse:d 
of 
Cangc~lOsl et 
Apart from vir induction plays a major m uptake of ,",,,,'-'VA'.LV 
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and also in 
role both in 
in general. 
chemotaxis to these Thus, this protein plays an 
.... "'J •• "'''' as well as the physiology of Agrobacterium species 
nucleotide of 
(GBP) Escherichia coli, 
IS ",",Ul""" to galactose binding "",,.,,,r,,,,'t'l 
the protein seOIUeJl1Ce is identical to the corresponding 
amino-terminal SeOlUell1Ce of 1 binding protein) 
radiobacter et at. 1988; Cornish et al.1989; Cangelosi et at. 1990; et 
at. 1990). 
1.8 The T -DNA borders 
is flanked by short imperfect direct ,.",,,,,,.,,,,;.1",, (Yadav et at. 1982). Depending 
on nature of Ti plasmid used these are described as being.;::::.;;;:..~ 
(Peralta and .L ......... 'UH. 1985), 24-bp t..uu.,lAVL et at. 1983) and 25-bp 
However it has beC;OITle 
core structure. 
norm to represent all the borders on the ofa 
Agrotlac1tenum to the plant 
between 
(reviewed by ZaJmbrys 
borders is transferred from 
1988). 
the 2S-bp seaueUlces 
Peralta and """";UH. 
indicated that they are polar function et at. 1984; 
the asymmetric 
the strand and 
1985; LJUL.UVL is a consequence 
cleavage of the T-DNA border sequence (Albright et al. 1 
orientation are switched if border sequence is lnUPT'If'(1 and a different part the 
plasmid is then the of the 
right border is reversed with respect to 
the efficient and/or of 
These AILUL'"'''''' .... that T -DNA 
orientation of 
natural on plasmid, 
T-DNA sequences is greatly attenuated. 
occur in a rightward to leftward 
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...... '''''L'U.l1. determined the orientation of the 25-bp border repeats. and 
transfer be a conjugative mecnanlsm (Wang et al. 1984). 
DNA sequence the and borders, i:)LU\U>.Ji:) 
border functions shown that T-DNA borders are differentially utilized. Analysis 
of T-DNA content of different iT<l1 .... "t'r.. ........... "',; lines has revealed that 
integration of T-DNA into the plant place at (the right border) or near 
(the left border) direct repeats (Slightom et al. 1986; et al. 1989; 
.... "'.,,""' .... et al. 1991; et 1991). While deletion ofthe border ,.",",,,,,,t 
has no significant effect on pathogenicity (Joos et ai, 1983), deletion of right 
repeat totally it (Shaw et ai. 1984; Wang et ai. 1984; Peralta and 
and Chilton, 1986). 
The DNA sequence context around the borders greatly influences 
::se(Jue:ncles adjoining right border ... U.lIUU· ........ , 
left border reduce, the initiation polar DNA transfer (Wang et 1987a). A 
active SeQIUellCe of 24 called QYerdrive, is ....... """", .... 1' """",~~~~""",-ru,ll'.ll·:' of 
octopine ...... "' ........ (Peralta et 1986). Overdrive §lli:ill!l~U::g~~!!I!§~ even 
when situated thousand bp away from the border (Van et al. 1987). 
et ai. 1986; nUl""'"'''' overdrive itself 
et 1987). enhancer elements similar to the overdrive 
been found to be present in other octopine plasmids and also on agropine plasmid 
V",,,,, .. n,, ... ! et al. 1987; Jouanin et 1989). mannopine-type T-DNA right '-'V.I. ......... 
does not contain a 
bprelatedsequence 
similar to overdrive sequence but instead 
times (Hansen et al. 1991). This 
an8-
IS 
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functionally equivalent to overdrive (Hansen et 1992). No reiterated 
resembling has been found near Ti plasmid T -DNA borders 
(Wang et al. 1987b). 
1.9 Generation of the T -DNA strand 
In order for the to be trru[lstc;lrf(~d to plant cell nucleus it has to be liberated 
Ti plasmid. This nrr,pp.o,", occurs soon .tbe jndnctjoll the genes 
IS ..... ""~n ... "" .... by the ~I.!:...!;.:~~~I-VJ. the virD operQO. virD 1 and (Alt-Moerbe 
et al. 1986; Stachel et 1986; et al. 1987; et al. 
1987; Vos and Zambryski, 1989; Filichkin and Gelvin 1993). VirDl VirD2 
,proteioS" function together as a strand trrutlstc:rrru;e that carries out and_~1..,. 
~~ ....................... between third bp of bottom of of T-
DNA borders (Wang et al. 1987b). cleavage is thought to result in 
production single-stranded cop}:' of the I -DNA element often referred 
to as ~II.a.tLQ. (Stachel et al. 1986). T-strand production occurs a)' to 3' 
direction, ;w£.w.wIol..l.l.,l~oIr.......II.~..LUii~"'!":~:!.::!...!!!:~ 
(reviewed in Citovsky et al. 
to the ~~~~~~~ ..... (Ward et al. 1988; 
and Nester, 1988; 
formed the 
errc~ra-·.t:.slrelJla et al. 1990). This protein-DNA complex is 
....... " .... 1.4 .... of (Vogel Das, 1992). Whilst VirDI 
and VirD2 are both required for the cleavage double stranded DNA in vivo 
(Jayaswal et 1987) and in vitro (Scheiffele et al. 1995), 'lirD2 proteiD 
~ can cleave a single-stranded T -DNA border in vitro an~;eg:rau et ai, 
Jasper et al. 1994). consists ammo of which the 262 
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ammo are responsible J2.Q.r.w.;L!!l.5a&~ and for attachment to the of the 
strand are also T-strand However, 
mutations in abolish or attenuate tumorigenesis (Stache] et al. 1986; 
exact function ofVirDl not been fully as the et al. 1990). 
~'44'_""""U by Ghai (1989) that it had a type 1 topoisomerase activity could not 
supported by ..... "'l,."LlJllv.'" et al. (1995) who a more purified protein. 
Whilst the )tirC operon, which consists of two open _~ ... u ..... T1"~l'np~ l!.iJ:Q 
IS ~l:...,.lij~:.u..w.w for Tn""'"''''''):;''',Il'''''''''' and site "'V"'VLl.'''' by the VirD2 
it has been shown 
an VirC] proteip and ~L....O,;~W::U~~WS"l~ (Toro et al. 
1988). Vos and £J .... n"'. (1989) showed the VirC1 protein 
promotes fonnation of T -DNA in a heterologous 
only VirDl and VirD2 proteins are limiting. It was shown that VirCl 
~~~~~~~~"!,!!::::,...1;I'.i.:J"'u1f",,, ..nU'..l-'''''' but not to right border sequence (Toro et al. 
This interaction does not involve However, in vivo, it was 
of was de(:re:ase'd in both virCl virC2 mutants, 
virC2 gene also plays a role enhancing the fonnation of T-
strand. Exactly how 
o,l:)>::l,U'-',lo,t\;il:) with proteins 
plays its role is currently 1rn",Ul'n although it probably 
as VirDI and VirD2 strand transferase, or the 
DNA substrate at or surrounding the T-DNA border region to promote 
production (De and Zambryski, 1989). it was shown the VirD2 protein 
mtt:racts with both the border and overdrive and that the 1 protein 
interacts only with the overdrive seauerlce. it is very that the the 
VirD2 with the '"",. ... nT..;'''''' could the VirCl (Toro et at. 1988). 
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1.10 :Transfer of the T-strand to the plant 
In OD42Clenum must to 
an intact I -strand to the 
a plant cell 
nucleus. presents bacteria three 
1 
2 
3 
place to usher the _,m .. "n,n !brouah the hacteri al 
~~~~~~~WQn,and 
A mt:cnaUl::iIIl must to the .nlant nucleus. 
bacterial operons been .... I""u .. ' ... '-.' ... as playing in dealing with 
the aforementioned challenges. These are, res ectively, virE, l!.iJ:E JdJ:I). 
" .. " .... ,i-.... of the T -complex from A. tumefaciens to plant cells requires the llt;1i..r.!lUlJ1llll 
the The virB operon ",u".v,",'",,, ~leyen proteins., VirB 1 to 11. It is 
now well established that lliJi.are essential all transfer nfO'cesses and that of 
10 genes, to v rBll, are essential both tumorigenesis and,pljus assemhl~ 
Christie, 1 Fullner et 1996). virBl 
required for the 
efficiency 100-fold 
transfonnation of plants, although 
Christie, 
proposed to fonn a 1d.J:!i~~~.J,Io.U:"""'''''''''''''''''''",-,,"jLH.'' spans the 
membranes may tralt1st(~r the into plant 
is not absolutely 
deletion reduces 
to B 11 nro,teulS are 
and outer 
A number of 
carried out various studies to support this model. 
analysis predicted membrane or periplasmic localization most virB-encoded 
proteins (Ward et al. 1 Kuldau et al. 1990; Shirasu et al. 1990). Second, 
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fusions susceptibility to proteases location of 
hydrophilic proteins with signal peptides and and 
(VirB3, 
and VirBI0) (Fernandez et al. 1996). fractionation and 
most VirB proteins and VirD4 to the 
(Okamoto et al. 1988; H_'u",r and Christie, 1993; Thorstenson et al. 1993; 
Fullner et 1994; et al. 1994; Shirasu et 1994; and 
1994; Finberg et al. 1995; Christie et 1997). 
Fourth, of VirB proteins and VirD4 to components of bacterial 
conjugation 
DNA protein and toxins (Okamoto et al. 1988; Kado, 1994; 
and 'w<ULI"", 1994). Furthermore VirD4 associates with inner bacterial membrane 
a bipartite HU"''''<U. localization (NLS) of the type is evolutionarily 
conserved plants and .... n ...... ., (Sheng Citovsky, 1996). 
The accumulation of other gene products depends on presence of other virB 
proteins that coordinate protein individual 
polypeptides, thus perhaps to form a multiprotein channel structure. 
transport T -complexes through VirB ,",ULUU .. ''''' is most an 
dependent process. VirB4 has a 11 is both an 
ATPase two proteins likely candidates the 
provision energy for this translocation. addition, both ........... 1-a." ... " localize to the 
(Christie, 1989). two 
polypeptides, YirEL(7.0 kDa) and VirE2 (60.5 kDa) (Winans et al. 1987). IS 
the most abundant protein produced in A. tumefaciens , induction the virulence 
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by plant phenolic compounds (Stachel, 1986). protein binds non-
,§pecjficaU,')!;, in a highly cocme:ratI vitro 
(Gietl et al. 1987; Das, 1988; Citovisky et al. 1989; Sen et al. 1989). 
not bind to double stranded DNA or to RNA (Das, 1988). 
n"lCp",~", it does 
Due to single-stranded binding properties, was believed to ~W;..!:~.....-. 
A. tumefaciens and thereby form the This 
hypothesis by the following three eXt)enlme:nts 
1 VirE2-defective Agrobacterium can be complemented by co-inoculating 
plant a VirE2 production but 
lacking T-DNA (Otten et al.1984; also see 
2 over-expressed in transgenic plants can complement an A. tumefaciens 
mutated III to full virulence (Citovsky et al. 1992; see 
.2B) 
3 mutation or complete deletion of VirE2 tumefaciens not 
production of the "'u~u .... '" (Rossi et aI.1996). 
These ,uu .... uLIS'" aeln011stt:ate that the essential function of ~=-' place the 
it is not required T -strand protection in Agrohqcterjuw...or for 
It should be noted therefore that these ,uUUUcl15"" do not exclude 
the CO()De:ratlve binding of virE2 to the 
-"' ........ .uu prior to transfer, but that the necessity 
.;;.",:,;;.=.:;.~== is required for transfer of YirE2 put not for it is not documented. 
..!..:1w:aJIlQ.J!.illl~ to th((..Rlant cellJSundberg et al. 1996). 
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...... ______ ................ ____ ......... 1 Plant cell I 
(B) 
annotation that were carried out to 
I Transformed Plant Cell 
Transformed Plant 
Cell 
and the T -DNA can be transported from Agrobacterium to 
that both 
plant cell 
separately. Details are the text. 
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virEl crrr,h"",..t",r1nlrn is avirulent. is ascribed to inability to ""'''''''' .. 
protein, £1",,,,,,\11",,, the fact that bacterium apIJears to have abundant supplies of 
VirE2 T -strands well (Sundberg et al. 1996). Although 
is lU11J,emCZelns without (Sundberg et ai. 1996), VirEl 
stabilizes In coli (Mcbride et al. 1988), suggesting these 
VirEl has shown to at 
DNA binding and self-interaction (Sundberg et al. 1 Deng et al. 1999). Such 
binding by may facilitate export by preventing it from 
binding to single DNA. Thus VirE 1 to as a 
chaperone-like protein for VirE2. From avirulence of the mutant it seems 
clear at least in of the not travel to plant 
sufficient quantity to ,",UU.UL'" T -DNA to trmlsi()rm the plant cell 
(reviewed by .......... """', .. and Chilton, 2000). 
has ..... ",,," ... 1'1 been 
into artificial me:mt)ral1eS 
gated, 
efficient transport 
DNA vv •. "V''''''' crosses the 
.LU" .. ULi,," of 
to .. "''''Vv .... ,''' with lipids to able to 
channels et al. 2001). channels are 
and single-stranded DNA-specific and can facilitate the 
stranded DNA through membranes. how 
plasma membrane "'L"';&'UU,U a mystery. on 
"VU'~"J:'.U"'''' (2001) possibility that 
VirE2 functions as a transrnernbI DNA tr~1ncnnrt'F>r plant 
formation large '-'H~JU""ll to allow V""""'J::,'"' of single-stranded DNA may render 
plants to environmental stresses. Since VirE2 transgenic plants and 
plants infected with Agrobacterium are viable then VirE2 channels, they exist 
plants, are probably in a closed state vivo. Experiments shown that most 
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memtJlrarle vJlHUJUi"',,,, are not open but Cart be ViV""'..... on 
membrane potential above a certain threshold value (Delcour et ai, 
aDt)ll(:an.on of a 
Bainbridge 
et ai, 1998). phenomenon known as gating is also observed with 
nr("\nprhl of VirE2 in the channels. 
opening and closing channels be regulated vivo by a mechanism that is 
to (Dumas et ai, 2001). 
The VirD2 protein contains two NLS at each The N-terminal is of 
cluster (monopartite), shows some to NLS In 
the SV40 
group resembles 
two NLS sequences 
(Herrera-Estrella et 
NLS 
the plant cell nucle.u~ The 
C-terminal sequence belongs to the bipartite 
Ae,nozJUS laevis. proteins fused to either 
been shown to be ,." ... T",,,,·r! to the plant cell nucleus 
et al. Tinlartd et 1992). Thus, 
29 residue, to which 
........... "","".." is located next to the monopartite NLS. a it is 
unlikely the NLS participates in localization the 
as becomes occluded by the connected T -strartd (Shurvinton et al. 
1992; Koukolokova-Nikola et al. 1993; et ai. 1993a; Gelvin, 2000). 
bound protein is also to protect the T -strand from exonucleolytic 
degradation et 1989). 
VirE2 protein contains two separate bipartite rell:lOIls that can linked 
reporter proteins to cell (Citovsky et aI, et ai. 1994). To 
date studies on the relative roles the VirD2 VirE2 NLSs in nuclear targeting 
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have been contradictory ~~,..",...~~ that more experimentation is required in this 
direction by Gelvin, 2000). The following are some of the uu,.nut"", that 
been rather contradictory: et al. (1993a) showed that deletion of the 
VirD2 1"11..,.",T'f'1TP resulted almost of tranlstolana 
that NLS domain could not compensate for 
et (1999) added more ","h,,,f',,·,,,,,,,, to 
showed that both VirD2 and VirE2 proteins were necessary 
VirD2 NLS. 
findings when his group 
nuclear of in 
vitro-synthesized T -complexes introduced into perrneabilized cells, and that 
U'""'",u,,'u of NLS could not compensated by the prc:sel1ce of the 
protein. other (Shurvinton et ai, 1992; et al. 1998) 
demonstrated that Agrobacteriumstrains containing a virD2 with a NLS deletion 
full virulence traIlstC)rrnatIcm capability. result retained 
VirE2 may nuclear Iarl!erml! capabilities in the absence of VirD2 NLS. 
support for findings was by Gelvin (1998) when he showed that 
VirE2-producing transgenic tobacco can ... V."p .... 1H"' ... a virD2 .1.NLS double 
mutant 
provide 
again shows that VirE2 works in the plant to 
/:>_ •••• /:> abilities to the incoming 
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1.11 T-DNA integration 
Once .the nucleus, the T-DNA becomesllliW:aIl;W!llilt...W.'W2llUJU~ml!~although 
mechanism of 
randomly and follows a 
integration is poorly understood . .llll;cgr.atJlQ.D...QS;~!] 
Ue!;ltllma1[e recombination 
and Hohn, 1995; Tinland 1996, Gelvin, 2000). The T-DNA 
reviews see Tinland 
been shown to 
integrate preferentially in transcriptionally actjve regions ofthe genom~(Konez et at. 
1989; Herman et at. 1990). 
T-DNA has 
probably 
shown to be transferred as a SL~~~;;..L.I..I...IoL_~~~ 
"' .... v.u"''' the plant 
"''''''V,",.laU.VLi of VirD2 with the 
integration of 
i,1 is Jjke~[ tbat t;b,~ 
the 
into DNA is geJo.e.t:~I!-P~wt.. with at most a few 5' nucleotides during 
the (Tinland et 1995; Rossi et at. 1996). This due to the protection 
from that VirD2 to (Durrenberger et at. 1989). 
Shurvinton et at. (1992) n.lv.uu.l.'''''''' another regIon at the C terminal end of 
called the ,.,. ..... "'n... (co) Lv\..aUVLi, that was very important 
virulence. region consists of highly conserved penultimate amino sequence 
adjacent to NLS deletion III a in virulence 
by aLlJav,,. two of magnitude, suggesting that co deletion mutation 
integration to a much CTT"."t".1" extent than it am~cte:d 
nuclear In to confirm hypothesis 
a binary vector a just inside the 
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right T-DNA border. vector also contained a luciferase-intron gene under 
control of cauliflower ~HV"'''v virus (CaMV) 35S vector was 
mobilized into two different strains of Agrobacterium, one that a wild type 
virD2 gene and another that a deletionlsubstituition. These .. ,.. .. "" .... c> were 
to tobacco "'''''''l-Iv'l'''l\.J'H obtained '" .... 'v ... "'" that only 
transformed Agrobacterium had a wild-type virD2 expressed 
activity. It was also that although the A. tumefaciens that VV1.«U.,c",u the 
virD2m mUltatlon could ",,,,,,,1"," .. to tobacco nuclei and transiently express a 
that contains a promoter, it could not so with a gusA-intron 
that required integration the gel1l0ITle for ext)re:SSI4:m. nUlF'Vf'T Bravo-Angel 
et (1998) obtained contradictory when they demonstrated that a deletion 
the amino that constitute the ro region or its replacement with 
glycines reduced T -DNA considerably, compared with wild type, 
that ro is important T-DNAs. 
the pattern of integration the were not affected 
by any modifications of the ro sequence. At stage the precise role of ro in 
integration is to 
Integrated molecules traJ1Sti;:rr(~d from mutant exhibit eXl:enSI 
deletions corresponding to the 3' ends 5' ends ofthese T-DNA's, 
however, relatively probably of the covalently bound VirD2 
pr01tem (Rossi et ai, 1996). results demonstrated the ofT-DNA 
integration was not affected by the absence of This function is most probably 
..... "'JUv'"' to C'l1.-.nnrt this hypothesis was collected from over plant pncnrnn",,, 
that showed that Arabidopsis mutants hypersensitive to UV or gamma 
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radiations have a reduced capacity allow integration (Sonti et 1995). Thus 
play an indirect role T-DNA through its single strand 
binding activity and affording 
1.12 DNA transfer to plants without the use of borders 
One the most 
and 
in trans-kingdom DNA transfer between 
the novel ..... n'~pr1J::IH that tumefaciens is able 
to mediate transfer of broad host range plasmid RSFlOlO to plant 
this plasmid lacks border sequences necessary for mediated 
plasmid's 
to use 
DNA RSFI0I0 belongs to the IncQ incompatibility 
promiscuous behaviour in bacterial conjugation, which is due to its 
H;"r"pnt transfer systems for its mobilization (Frey et al. 1992), probably 
explains why RSFlOI0 can be transported from bacteria to plants. Several Vir 
proteins encoded in 
et al. 1987). It is 
Ti-plasmid are required for 
..... UL1u ....... that this ",,,,,,,"'"" 
generate a conjugative intermediate that moves 
transfer (Buchanan-Wollaston 
its Mob nrclteIltlS 
Agrobacterium to plant cells by 
"-SloeClIH~U transfer machinery. The transfer reaction requires MobA 
which in conjunction MobB and MobC, of traJlst(~r of the 
plasmid and attaches covalently to the The mobilization 
nln'~T1Aln" ofRSFlOlO 
for oriV, the """y",,.,.n 
genes 
been mapped to a 
."' ...... v .. CotltaJml1lg the 
of oriT, a of the repB and the 
cis acting mob region. Sequence analysis .. "' .. ,"' ... has 
indicated no significant seQIUeJ1Ce homology the T-DNA border of A. 
tumefaciens. Therefore OlO its mobilization functions for those of 
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Agrobacterium (Buchanan-Wollaston et 
mutants oDllCl,enum have that 
is dependent on the eleven genes virB ODleron and 
VirB 1 was shown to essential for high tre(lUelnCV traJ1SH~r of RSF 1 0 
while 11, along VirD4, a core transfer and 
complex is required both assembly transfer (Fullner, 1998). 
"",.,'a","" it was shown the presence a derivative ofRSF1010, pJW323, 
the wild-type A. tumefaciens A348 strain, ,'''''T'"T1 pTiA6, inhibited UWLL",,''''' to and/or 
T-DNA plant as assayed tumor .. v», ........ VH (Ward et 
1991). When the proteins -10 and 1 were coordinately 
inhibition was reversed tumorigenecity was restored in A348 carrying 
pJW323. same individually did not produce 
inhibition (Ward et al. 1991). results suggested that RSF 1 0 1 0 or transferred 
intermediate LHV'v,,".:"J the """LL",I,''''' T-complex and that presence, 
10, VirBll proteins are for 
of RSF1010 inhibition T-DNA 
T-DNA's, in the of binary vectors, was 
monitored. Extracellular complementation were used to characterize effect 
pJW323 on movement of VirE2 uncoated T -strands. 
that 010 or its transferred intermediate COlnm~les with 
limiting most the VirB complexes, 
macromo lecular 1 A 
results suggest 
T-strand 
are nelceSSaIY for 
these 
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was proposed which that transferred mternaecilal:e is the uncoated 
T-strand R-strand in the case of pJW323) and that trarLsielrred to plant 
HHJU'-'L predicts that cells IHU'-'IJ",HU'VLU of these intermediates. In addition 
pJW323 Ime:rm(!Qlale 
of the VirB complex. 
some factor related to transfer, perhaps part 
first feature the model is on the following sets of 
results: 
1 T-DNA and pJW323 can move out virE2 mutant cells in extracellular 
complementation \ ..... ,uu"" et 1995). 
2 virE2 mutant strains are virulent when onto plants 
3 
4 
VirE2 (Citovsky et ai, 1992). two results both support the theory that 
uncoated can leave 
The pre:sen(;e T-strands was observed plant cells that had 
with virE mutant strains Agrobacterium and it was suggested 
functioned in the cell to protect 
et al. 1994). result clearly shows 
necessary movement T-strand to 
T-strand 
plant 
degradation (Yusibov 
bacterium is not 
Intracellular overexpression of does not ""1"""<><''''' t..'<>nc,t", .. of pJW323, 
whereas does (Binns et ai, 1995). This LHI.JLi'-'''' .... '., that 
intracellular VirE2 is not a limiting factor in transfer, consistent with 
that plasmid moves out of Agrobacterium cells from 
It is mtlere:stulg to that MobA-mediated transformation plant occurs 
it only 18% identity at the ......... ,...."JU"' .. " sequence to 
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specificity of the interactions between the proteins accompanying the 
process of Agrobacterium-plant cell transformation becomes a fundamental 
in the 
To 
issue eXt>enlme:nts were "" ....... "" ... out to co]np,are the DNA trallst(~r from 
MobA- or 
plasmids, 
strand 
VirD2-free 
containing bacteria to UU;lJlUi:>. as well as efficiency and precision of 
DNA (Bravo-AngeJ et 1999). MobA VirD2 binary 
only by nucleotides the site the respective 
were used. 
a 
e:rGIlJaCle.rlUim strain likewise VirD2-mediated transfer a MobA-
free Agrobacterium The showed that MobA-dependent R-DNA 
occurred with a much lower "'."."v."'''v'! than dependent 
transfer (less than 111000). Further .. ,. ....... ",.., demonstrated that when was over-
MobA-dependent traJrlsii::r was ..... " ... ",,,,,,,rI by to lO-fold. result 
showed that VirE2 ","vr ...... " was limiting transformation mediated by MobA and 
also confirmed "',""J., .. """"",,,,, of the competition between MobA and VirE2 that had 
previously been identified by et al. (1995). competition suggests a high-
affinity recognition of DNA export machinery by MobA components and may 
an important of broad-host-range plasmids it would allow them to 
a..;)H •• Lv other DNA transfer systems efficiently et al. 
DNAs trarLsielrred by two proteins were mt1egratea the cell 
genome the R-DNA complex integrative 
capacities similar to those of the complex. In contrast, of the integrated 
DNA transferred a MobA-containing strain were truncated at the end, 
a situation that reminiscent the properties DNA mediated a 
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mutant fonn of VIRD2R129G, created by replacing with 
(Tinland et al. 1995). Isolation and 
that resulted the 
the most conserved 5' 
integration of one 1' ... "'n"t',"' ...... ',.t1 
revealed 
within 
another. These complex integration patterns indicate a "1J"""U,JlV ,",'VA.U-'''''.LV in MobA. 
mediated by However is a difference between the 
VIRD2R129G mutant protein that Hl...,Ula, • ...,u by MobA. The junctions isolated 
with mutant never showed integration another molecule. 
The pattents were clear easy to and could be nfp·TnY·l"fp·r! as 
integration events. data on R-DNA integration patterns a 
I-'u,,,,u,,""''''u,,''' that never been specific defect of MobA in 
ligating the R-DNA to DNA would probably not be sufficient to explain 
observed pattern of , ... 1''''0'''''' Rather, this indicates that certain plant are 
far more competent others for transfonnation by hPT·",t,."·,,. these data 
confonn with a model according to which efficiency of integration is detennined by 
enzymes and integrity is detennined 
1999). 
~",,' ....... ,.u. .. proteins (Bravo-Angel et al. 
1 Comparison of T -DNA transfer to bacterial conjugation 
to the 1'\<:1(,1'1"1"1 conjugative 
IncP .1.Ja ............ 1994),the F plasmid (Zambryski, 1988) 
and (Buchanan-Wollaston, 1987). 
Initiation of conjngal DNA transfer 
In both systems the DNA to transferred from an of transfer, 
oriT for conjugational transfer and the right border for T-DNA 
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through the activity a strand the that 
subsequently attaches covalently to the end of the transferred DNA. 
heretore nicking at T-DNA .... " ... " .... sequences theVirDlI VirD2 strand 
t .. ",rl"t.", .. ",,.,,, is analogous to oriT nicking by the resoectl site-specific strand 
MobAIMobC for ans;ter'ase:s, TraIlTraJ for TraIlTraY F 
The transfer sequences is very similar and the enzymes processing 
contain highly conserved motifs Nterminal of 
Directional tratnster of donor 
end at the nick the leading the linear transfer 
'....,'UL ... DNA out of the donor T-DNA transfer process has been shown to 
be In direction border to The 5' the transferable T-
DNA copy, the _<""",, ... n is at right T-DNA border. Thus T-DNA transfer is from 
5' to as bacterial conjugation. 
Conjugative synthesis 
conjugation transfer 
with synthesis of a replacement 
single-stranded DNA is associated 
In donor cell and a 
complimentary strand the recipient cell. Replacement strand synthesis 
donor is Hl"'.HCl,'''''''' by a polymerase with 3' at oriT 
nick as the lac,emem strand SYIlltne:SlS 
the lower strand of uses 3' of 
'u"""-"''''' right border as a 
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4. Mating cell signal 
The recognition of a recipient cell and fonnation a stable mating pair 
stimulate DNA transfer. the tra of 
at 
F plasmid are 
probably occur constitutively 
simultaneously in donor cells. following stable contact with a 
cell, some, as yet &mfl'''!" signal is transmitted from the recipient to 
stimulate DNA Plant phenolics as are 
essentially a mating signal to Agrobacterium necessary to activate expression 
theT-DNA t"Irr,l'p,~~ at the level of transcription. 
Pilus formation 
Elongated pili are not a requirement for conjugal DNA as 
many Gram-positive Gram-negative bacteria DNA without 
(Clewell and Gawron-Burke, 1986). 
cell. Once a paIr 
IUIlcTllon to locate an 
Iormf~O the F -pili 1"pn'~I'T 
Actual DNA transfer may then nro,cee:o through a transmembrane pore near 
the base the pilus. The Agrobacterium chromosomal virulence loci, chvA, 
chvB, and may provide pilus analogous function which allows 
Agrobacterium to fonn an contact recipient plant cells. In this 
case bacterial polysaccharide projections may attach to surface of 
the plant presence or '""v""''"''u" ..... mutants of 
tumefaciens was foood to correlate with capacity to effect 
n .. r,,!p'~n different A. tumefaciens cells. This that pili are 
T-DNA to plant cells (Fullner et al. 1996). 
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Prevention of non-productive mating 
The and traT encode products that prevent 
The protein is .v.., ........ ,"'.... to the bacterial membrane 
may block DNA transfer directly. The TraT protein is a lipoprotein located in 
the outer bacterial membrane that binds the tip a competitive fashion. 
It is presumed, but not proven, that T -DNA transfer process is limited to 
plant cells. To accomplish this interaction that T-DNA 
transter-;spe:ClIlC proteins, either at the bacterial surface or as part of the T-
DNA-protein complex, plant rather than bacterial cells. fact 
that the plasmid has a separate located the 
DNA and the regions for the transfer of Ti plamids between bacterial 
implies that plasmid has evolved in such a way it possesses a specific 
and specialized plant mating function (De et al.1981; Holsters et al. 
1980). 
between two have are also 
differences which can be summarised as follows. First, VirD2 and for example 
initiate the process in same way, nicking at their sites. They probably present 
nicked DNA to the transfer system via their coupling proteins. However, RP4 
example, the complex attached at the mating bridge so that 
when replication the donor brings the the strand can 
and the two products; the plasmid the donor and 
In transfer system, VirD2 not at the .U"' ... ""J; 
bridge, and actually leads the way into the ."r""i"ny'." it is not poised to 
Finally bacterial conjugation in the donor In 
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eukaryotic regulatory elements and are 
even though two systems 
genes encoded the T-DNA 
only in 
had a common "'n""'''"'t", .. 
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cell. 
there 
are important 
information from one system to 
and one must use caution when applying 
properties of the other (Zambryski, 1988). 
1.15 Aims of this project 
main aim this project was to possibility of using the 
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans caned Thiobacillus ferrooxidans) plasmid 
as a binary vector without the T-DNA border sequences 
transformation of using A.tumefaciens, to an into the 
mechanism of such transformation at molecular The aim was primarily 
based on the promiscuity and similarity to 010 in terms of gene 
Ul}:;aUiL.a'~lUH and layout. Such a possibility would result in the development of a 
novel plant transformation vector and would also broaden current IEn,,,,,,,,,,nc,,,, on 
horizontal transfer between bacteria plants. I """ ... ,.",£1 to verifY the 
promiscuity could be extended to plants a fashion as had 
previously been shown with 010 (Buchanan-Wollaston et al.1987). 
regard, togeth'er with a detailed account of the plasmid 
are pn~sente:d In ,-,u,a!,n'",' 2. this step was accomplished I sought to elucidate the 
mechanism of of p1'F-FC2 in plant transformation at the molecular level. 
results these investigations are presented In cn.aPt€~r 3. I also investigated the 
possibility of 0".,. .. ,,,, .. <.1"1" multi gene ~.L"""".L'\J.L 
Agrobacterium ""'1'1MlnT10 utilized a strain 
lepen4JIng on uTh",1"h,,,, .. this ""COlr"' ..... favoured 
a system that 
compatible 
integration DNA to a 
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single or to mUltiple loci it could then be used the generation of transgenic 
plants with polygenic such as metabolic pathways or for the generation of 
implications of plasmid will also 
be The results investigations are in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRANSFORMATION OF TOBACCO USING pTF-FC2 
ABSTRACT 
65 
..... "' .... " .• pTF-FC2 is a 12.2-kb, non-conjugative, broad-host-range plasmid that was 
originally isolated from acidophilic biomining bacterium Acidithiobacillus 
ferrooxidans (previously called Thiobacillus ferrooxidans). The plasmid was found to be 
unique in the sense that whilst its replicon that of the oroau-Omit-rlID 
IncQ plasmids the mobilization functions resembled those of IncP plasmids. Until 
transformation of plant cells by tumefaciens represented the only known 
case trans-kingdom DNA transfer. 
of the plasmid RSFIOIO could mediate 
it was shown that the mobilization functions 
....... u."' ... "'. of plasmids A. tumefaciens via a 
......... " ... " vector system, into plant cells, as well as transfer it between Gram-negative 
mobilization functions RSFlOlO substitute the .. "',.,'" .... "' ...... 
the sequence of Agrobacterium. unique features of plasmid 
pTF-FC2 the realization that it was similar to but substantially different from the 
IncQ plasmid RSFlOlO made it an interesting plasmid for further Therefore 
aim of study was to investigate the possible use of plasmid as a binary 
vector. the plasmid as the backbone two plasmids were constructed 
namely pTDl pDER-bar, Plasmid as plant selectable mgt'v",,,, 
nptII flanked the right and ~ .... ",.uu. ... lJ.lJjLj.l .... ··UUf COllta1lneil, also as 
a plant selectable marker, the bialaphos and this plasmid did not the 
right and borders, Agrobacterium C58Cl(pMP90)(pTDl) 
LBA4404(pAL4404)(pDER-bar) were by numbers 
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• 
morphologically nonnal transgenic plants were obtained through co-cultivation of 
tobacco leaf discs with strain LBA4404(pAL4404)(pDER-bar). PCR amplification 
blot analysis were used to confinn stable "1-",,.,...... •• 1-,,,." of the traltlS~:em~s 
320 T I plants geIllera,ted from raIllaOllIll)i """H;i""~\.;iU To plants were 
tested the Drf~se11ce the gene The results a 1 
segregatIC)fl of the the u~,."'.u."' .... in a Mendelian 
fashion. By designing which span all the reading frames of the plasmid it 
was possible to determine, through PCR reactions, how much of the plasmid 
These were also able to give an indication of the n' .. "'''1-'''' .... transfer. 
No plants were generated from tobacco discs that were co-cultivated with the strain 
C58C 1 (pMP90)(PTD 1). result warrants further investigation as it possibly 
that not are borders unnecessary but also they inhibit DNA 
transfer/integration process when used in conjunction with a derived binary 
vector. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Studies on the bacteria that torme~d the inoculum of a bioxidation plant used the 
pre1trea'trnent of gold arsenopyrite ores at the Fairview mine, South 
that ferrooxidans FC 1 was the dominant (Rawlings et 
at. 1984). At. ferrooxidans is found ubiquitously in nature and has a physiology that is 
amongst most remarkable of allUfe forms. It is an autotroph obtains carbon it 
for metabolism by the .... A. ..... ~'u of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. It is 
this However, plants which ael)enla upon to 
carbon dioxide, ferrooxidans obtains its "'.,.,"' .. iT" through oxidation of ferrous 
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to ferric iron or reduced sulphur compounds to sulphuric acid. At. ferrooxidans is 
well adapted to 
between 1 and 
large volumes that it grows at an vl-'.U.W' .. H 
renroDxzaans U'L~"U'" tested are ......... · .... ru ..... fixing In addition all 
which means that the nitrogen requirement is met by the reduction and incorporation of 
atmospheric nitrogen and Rawlings, 1996). 
Characterization of FC1 showed that it contained three plasmids of which 
was one (Rawlings et al. nucleotide sequence of the whole of 
determined (GenBank accession numbers M64981 and M35249). Four regions of 
the I-'u. •• ;)uu.u been ........... u .. "" .... , a replicon, a mobilization a transposon and a 
plasmid addiction 1). 
The pTF-FC2 I-"""Ull ... is 12.2 kb and been shown to "'.., •• "'".'" in a wide 
of Gram-negative 
replication 
Kusano, 1994). 
seqluelnce:Q and i"h<l,r"i"r", ... 
minimum region required 
(Dorrington and Rawlings, 
1990). Although the replicon was found to most closely those of 
IncQ (RSFlOlO, R300 and R1162), two plasmids were the 
replication proteins the IncQ plasmids were unable to complement rep 
mutants. Plasmid pTF-FC2 was shown to a non-conjugative plasmid that was capable 
being mobilized at high between coli by a IncP 
plasmid RP4 (Rawlings Woods, 1985). ability to with its 
broad-host-range replicon enables to used the construction of vectors 
can be a '''''''''''YU of Gram-negative " ........ ' .... lj'a et al. 1986). 
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12200 
PstI 
SphI 
12000 
Stu I 
PvuII 
SphI XhoI 
MluI 
pTF- C2 
12200 
PvuI 6000 
~I 
< 
PvuI 
Fig. 2.1 Plasmid showing the replication, mobilization and transposon 
The numbers indicate the from the Pstl site (Smith, 1997). 
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minimum region required for mobilization of was shown to be located 
on a 3755-bp fragment, which consisted an site flanked by five genes arranged in 
such a way that two (mobA and mobR) were on one side three (mobC, mobD 
mobE) on opposite side of the Of five polypeptides, three (MobA, MobC, 
and MobD) were essential for mobilization two (MobB and MobE) affected 
mobilization frequency (Rohrer and Rawlings,1992). In RP4, the of Tra 1 
TPo.nn are arranged three operons, a leader operon on one oriT, and the 
relaxase and primase operons on the other (Ziegelin et al. 1991). was a distinct 
similarity the organization amino acid sequences of four of pTF -FC2 Mob 
VOfmt1,des with the and ,",,,et ........ ,,", operons of the region of 
RP4. 
A transposon with 38-bp inverted repeat seCIUenC(~S that are identical to those of Tn21 is 
located on transposon, contains accessory genes which 
encode a glutaredoxin, a mercury resistance (MerR)-like regulator protein and a 43-kDa 
protein with similarity to multi-drug transport (Clennel et 1995). 
Additionally pTF-FC2 also contains small open reading frames (ORFs) that are 
situated h",1"<lu",,,.n the repR (primase) and repA (helicase) gene. These 
ell()OOle a poison-antidote plasmid stability system. three genes were name pasA, 
pasR and (Qlasmid ~ddiction in is the antidote, PasB toxin 
and a protein that to enhance the ability of antidote to 
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toxin (Smith and Rawlings, Plasmid-encoded toxin-antidote systems counteract 
loss of plasmids by killing plasmid-free segregants (Jensen and Geddes, 1995). 
Phenotypically this phenomenon leads to plasmid stability. 
this chapter my was to InVeS{lgale possible use pTF-FC2 as a binary 
vector using Agrobacterium-mediated leaf of tobacco. on the 
fascinating between this plasmid and RSFI01 0 two plasmids were constructed, 
one that lacked the border 
(pTD1). 
""'U"''''~ (pDER-bar) and another that contained 
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.2.1 Plasmid construction 
standard DNA manipulations were pertorrned as ... ",,,,,viJ..J,, ... by Sambrook et al. (1989) 
and according to Spc;:CltlcatI011s of the DNA 
or Roche). 
equilibriun1 cerltnjtuE,~U"H cae:SlUlm chloride-ethidiun1 
Mannheim, 
were by 
density gradients or by 
anion-exchange chromatography, using a Nucleobond™ kit (Machery-Nagel). A 
derivative of pDER405 et al. 1986) was as backbone all 
plasmids were constructed this study. This plasmid was constructed by cloning 
the 11 Pst lINde 1 fragment pTF-FC2 pBR325. This 
mobilization and the replication regions together with of 
plasmid pDER405 is 1 kb has the tetracycline (Tc) and 
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pDER405 is shown in Appendix 
Construction of pDER-bar 
as A detailed 
The construction of plasmid pDER-bar 2.2) was in two phases. The 
71 
of 
phase involved the substitution of smaller PvuII fragment (containing a tetracycline 
resistance gene and a major part of the chloramphenicol gene) of with a PstI 
bacterial kanamycin resistance expression cassette from pUCK4 (Vierra and 
Messing, 1982). to cloning, PstI ends were blunted the Klenow rra:gment 
of polymerase I. This was done due to the fact tetracycline is of 
limited value for selection of transformed 
Farrand, 2000). The second phase involved 
tumefaciens et al. 1985; Luo and 
replacement of the PstIlEcoRl 
of resultant 1J ..... "u ... '-'> with the CaMV 35S promoter-bar expression cassette from 
pDPGl (Spencer et al. 1990). 
2.2.3 Construction of pTDt 
plasmid pTDI was constructed by cloning SalI fragment the binary vector 
27 (Gleave, 1992) the SalI site pDER405. This fragment incorporates the 
nptII the lacZ' the left 2.3). 
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PstI PstI EcoID 
Tr7 358 
pDER405 
15.5 kb 
The was done 
m a tW()-stafle process as and Methods. 
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San SalI 
RB pnos-nptII-nos LB 
Tc em 
left borders 
incorporating the phosphotransferase 
(nptII) driven by a a nopaline 
synthase 3'- untranslated (nos 3') which acts as a transcription 
terminator were cloned as a SalI fragment from (Gleave, 1992) 
into the corresponding pDER405. Tc em represent the 
tetracycline and chloramphenicol resistance genes reS·De(~tnre 
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2.2.4 Transformation of Agrobacterium using the freeze-thaw method 
of an culture of either the mutant strains 
of LBA4404(pAL4404) or C58Cl(pMP90) were inoculated 50 ml and grown at 
with vigorous shaking until the reached an of between 0.5 and 1.0. 
cells were harvested by centrifugation at 3000 x g 5 minutes at 4°C. The were 
resuspended in 1 ml ice-cold 20 
dispensed 
CaCb solution. 
as 0.1 
resultant cell suspension was 
One Ilg of v ... "" .. "'-', .... 
was added to cells to tte(~ZlIJl!! them liquid nitrogen. The 
UV ... '''UE; the Eppendorf tube in a 37°C water bath 5 minutes . 
• u..,.~.""' .. was added to the cells that were subsequently incubated at 30°C for 2 to 4 
with to allow the bacteria to express the antibiotic 
suspeIISIC)fl was centrifuged 30 secomlS 
microfuge the pellet resuspended in 0.1 ml medium. were onto 
plates supplemented with rifampicin (Rif; 100 J.1g1ml) and kanamycin (Km; 100 
Ilg/ml) for LBA4404(pAL4404)(pDER-bar) or Rif (lOOJ.1g1ml) and Chloramphenicol 
(Cm; J.1g/ml) for C58C1 (PMP90)(pTD1) and incubated at 
2.2.5 Transformation of Agrobacterium using electroporation 
An overnight either the Rifampicin resistant (Ri:F) mutant strains of 
LBA4404(pAL4404) or C58Cl(pMP90) A. tumefaciens was centrifuged two 1.5 
Eppendorf tubes for 30 seconds a high-speed nul~ro:tul!e. fJ"LJ'''''' were 
in 0.5 of ice-cold 300 mM sucrose in distilled water and recentrifuged. This was 
repeated two more with 0.5 ml 300 roM sucrose solution in distilled water and once 
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10% filter-sterilised glyceroL 1J"'1""''''' were resuspended in 20 J.lI 10% 
glycerol and the contents of both tubes VV£J,£v,u'u ...... resulting a total volume of 40 J.ll. 
One plasmid was then 
two minutes. The cells were then ....... '.O ... VL 
cuvette. Electroporation was out 
apacltance of 25 J.lF, kV charge, and the 
was incubated on 
pre:-crU1H~Q 0.2 cm electroporation 
Gene set to a 
controller to 400 n 
Immediately pulses, 1 SOC broth (see Appendix 
B) was added for ..... " ..... "·htn"· e]l{preSSlon at 30°C 4 to 6 100 J.lI 
undiluted onto LA supplemented with (lOOJ.lg/ml) Km (100 J.lg/ml) 
pDER-baror Chloramphenicol J.lg/ml) pTDl. 
2.2.6 Isolation of genomic DNA from A. tumefaciens 
Agrobacterium were grown to early log phase in 2 LB medium supplemented 
with the appropriate antibiotics harvested by centrifugation at 4000 x g for 10 
was in 300 J.lI of buffer (10 TrisIHCI, 10 
0.1 mM (PH 7.8)). 100 J.lI of a sarkosyl solution (in was added 
and mixed thoroughly by inverting tube several times. 10 J.lI of a 50 mg/ml 
pr()telna!.e K were and the contents thoroughly to incubation 
at the solution became usually took 20 minutes. 
order to the a 1 to pipette viscous solution up 
down 5 to 10 times. This solution was "'VT"I"<>i"'t",rI once phenol (50%)-chloroform 
(50%) twice with chloroform (96%)-iso-amyl-alcohol (4%). The extract was then 
precipitated by adding 1110 volume of 3 M sodium acetate (PH and 2.5 of 
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95% ethanol and this was incubated at -20°C for 2 hours. The DNA suspension was 
centrifuged at 12000 x g and DNA pellet washed with 70% ethanol and allowed to 
dry resuspending 50 J.ll This DNA then used PCR 
or Southern blot 
2.2.7 Isolation of plant genomic DNA 
was from of tobacco plants using 
Nucleon™ Phytopure Plant DNA Extraction Kit (Amersham Life Science) in accordance 
to the manufacturer's instructions. scale analysis Plant 
Extraction (Qiagen) was 
2.2.8 Southern blot analysis of Agrobacterium DNA 
Five J.lg of genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI, separated on 0.8% agarose gel and 
onto Hybond W membrane according to the protocol the 
...... '''i1111''1"C' of the and nptII genes were used as t'lrnnp<: 
AUl.I' ... J.UJlJ; with random DNA labeling lOGfenrlllg'er Mannheim). 
blotting was done by standard procedures (Sambrook et al. 1989). Hybridization was 
carried out 10% dextran sulphate (Pharmacia), 1 M NaCl, 1 % SDS and Jlglml 
DNA at 60°C. hybridization the was 
down to 0.1 x at 60°C. Autoradiography was with Kodak X-Omat AR 
according to standard procedures. 
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2.2.9 Southern blot analysis of plant genomic DNA 
Twenty of DNA was digested overnight a fourfold excess restriction em~le 
and electrophoresed in 0.8% agarose fractionated DNA fragments were 
transferred to a positively charged nylon membrane (Boehringer Mannheim or 
Amersham) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The probe for the 
detection of nptlI homologous sequences was n"..."pr",te>rI by the pre:sen(~e 
digoxygenin-Iabeled dUTP, with primers KanF and KanR (Table 2.1) and using ng of 
ULI'JL:.I',-U'C<' as template cycling conditions were for 2 ml1lUte~s, followed 
for 45 seClonOlS. by 30 94°C for 30 SeCOfl<lS and 
elongation was at 7 minutes. 
'"':.t'-",I""" hybridization probe of 656 bp. 
2.2.10 analysis 
was performed a total volume 
accordance to the supplier's protocol (Roche and 
plasmid DNA hpt-IUP~>n 500 ng 1 of 
reaction generated a 
50 j.d polymerase in 
Between 10 and 50 ng 
genomic DNA were used as 
template. cycle conditions were as follows: initial denaturation tenlperat1llfe was 
95°C for 2 minutes followed 30 cycles 30 seconds, 60°C 30 SeCIDm.lS. 
72°C for 45 seconds. The final extension time was at for 10 minutes. All the 
In are shown in Table 1. The nr1'l'YIprC! used same cycling 
conditions as above excem that the denaturation step plant geIIOIlnIC DNA 
was at 94°C for 5 minutes. 
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Table 2.1 Primers used study 
Name of Primer sequence 5'-3' SizeofPCR 
primer product (bp) 
KanF GCTCTGCCAGTGTTACAACCAA 
KanR CAGATGAGATGGTCAGACT 656 
'. 
MobF CCAAGCTCCGGGCTTTTCTGCATC 
MobR GTGAGCAGAACGGGCGTTATC 
MobCDF GAAATACACGACAGAGCAGC 
MobCDR CAGCCGCGTTAATTACCACG 632 
RepAF GGCTTTAGACATTATGGCGG 
RepAR GTCACTCATGCGCTCGGCTT 670 
. 
RepCF CGAAAGAGGCTCAAGCTCGAT 
RepCR CGTACTCGTTCACCGTCCAAC 720 
CGTCAACCACTACATCGAG 414 
BarR GAAACCCACGTCATGCCAG 
2.2.11 Tobacco leaf disc transformation 
In tobacco a modified ''':>1''<011'\1'1 of the disc transformation 
method was des:cnll'>ed et al. (1985) was used. Agrobacterium were 
grown to stationary phase 5 ml LB medium supplemented with the appropriate 
antibiotic and " .. ",,1""'1"1, at 4900 x g for 7 minutes. The pellet was washed twice 5 ml 
0.01 M MgS04• ::iarO'olles of 0.5 ml of the suspension were added to 9.5 of 0.01 
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to in a ten-fold dilution. Leaf were cut out of 
rao,acum cv Petit Havana leaves pH ...... I' .... et al. 1973). These were floated, lower 
epidermis in a containing 10 
incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature 
"i-t>T'T'",rI onto 1-\"''''1"''' .... 
three 
of A. lU1!'1IW'lCI,"!m>: 
gentle shaking. The 
APt)enOIX B) 
spelnslcm and 
discs were 
dish 
hnr,I"'Yl,rr medium COIltalnIlllg 
leaf 
v ........ !JU'v" (3 mgll) or 
and " .. t'"t""·'n.. (1 mgll) to kill to 
These plates were left at 16 hours in 8 in the 
was done two weeks until callus developed. 
proliferating callus was maintained on medium for plant regeneration. Two to 
three regenerated plantlets were transferred to rooting medium. with 
vigorously £'ITn',,,," roots were transferred to soiL 
2.3.1 Selection and plant regeneration 
plant transformation regeneration studies, the following strains of 
Agrobacterium: LBA4404(PAL4404)(pDER-bar); 1 (pMP90)(pDER-bar) and 
C58Cl(pMP90)(pTDl) were used. Strain LBA4404 (pAL4404) was as 
&»£1"+''''&» controL Following tobacco disc co-cultivation with the above strains, 
were transferred to shooting medium containing bialaphos for pDER-bar selection 
and for pTD 1 Within 10 to 14 days that had been co-
It"J ... t"'ti with Agrobacterium strains harbouring the pDER-bar plasmid developed 
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growing callus The callus was to 
",u,,',"YJ'''' and then to LV",.UJ'l". lIledl,um containing UL<''''''I-'uv", Plants were suc:ce:~snlll) 
rellteneratea and developed roots when transferred to the rooting medium. One .. "' ....... "' ....... 
were rp",,,vprpl1 
LBA4404 66 from CS8Cl) ...... ," ..... "'" .... "' .. transgenic tobacco lines 
transformation process A""' .. UQ,''''U No ('l1t1tprf>nl'J~~ .... ,,,. ... ,"""..,. the leaf 
by L> .................. " .... or CS8Cl were The 74 LBA4404 AH"" .. un • ."u 
trrutlstiornaatlon were allowed to grow to maturity and were self-pollinated. The 
tobacco leaf discs those that had been co-cultivated with 
not show any callus formation and 
fact they bleached and when placed on me,lllUlm that contained KaIlanlycm 
disc transformation CS8Cl(pMP90)(pTDl) was repeated a 
and still no callus detected. 
Analysis of 
surviving plants were shown to be by 'UVU""'WlU.U 
of callus up to of the plantlets on medlum containing v ... ,."' ..... ,uv.:.> 
were no escapes confirmed the presence activity of the bar 
.......... ".>1'1 transgenic plants were analyzed by 
2.5 for a srumple). The 
that all the plants 
Initially 
for the 
showed 
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Fig. 2.4 Callus fonnation following tobacco leaf disc transfonnation by strains 
(A) LBA4404(pAL4404); (B) LBA4404(PAL4404)(pDER-bar); (C) 
C5 8C 1 (PMP90)(P TD 1). 
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1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Fig. 2.5 Representative PCR analysis To plants. 1, AlPsti 
molecular weight markers; 2, water; 3, pDER-bar; 4, non-transgenic 
plant; plant lines 31, 41,43,50, 58 and 68 
respectively. The PCR products were run on 1 % agarose gel. All the 
transgenic plants tested positive for the bar gene. 
To further characterize these transgenic plants to "'''' •• ,u .... ''' the transgene 
AA .... ,UV' .... Southern blot was done. The DIG-labeled product of the nptIl 
which is a djacent to bar pDER-bar plasmid was used as a 
EcoRl and HindIII, which both conveniently reCOgInze a single site in the ....... ,'-', ...... --.., .. , 
plasmid were However, EcoRI, the HindIII recognition site is present within 
the peR product that is used as a probe. Seven independently derived 
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plants were randomly selected from the that had been generated LBA4404 
mediated transformation. Unique complex hybridization patterns were revealed (Fig. 
2.6) indicating that these indeed originated independent integration events. A 
rough estimate of copy numbers were det'emnn(:d according to number 
intensity of hybridizing bands on Southern 
different the (14-kb) gerteralea 
pDER-bar UA .... 'A"''' ..... '' the PAU,,,UU',,, integration into the plant gel1tOmle. The reason 
was to UPT1iPTl'Ifp smaller tra,gmlen1ts that could 
separate more efficiently the copy number. 
Typically, the copy number from two to four for 50, all 
lines hybridization than 9 kb in There 
was no explanation as to the digest 43 did not show 
signaL 
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.. 
Line 
RE 
31 35 41 43 50 52 58 
H E H E H E H E H E H E H E 
- 23.13 
- 9.4 
-6.6 
-4.3 
Fig. 2.5 Representative Southern blot analysis of To transgenic tobacco 
plants. Plant genomic DNA was digested with HindIII and EcoRI separately, 
size fractionated in a 0.8% agarose gel and hybridised to a DIG-labelled nptII 
probe. 
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A 
B 
Fig. 2.7 PCR analysis of the bar gene of 20 T 1 progeny of line 31 The PCR 
products were size fractionated on a 1 % agarose gel. Panel A: Lanes 1, ')..j Pstl 
molecular weight markers; 2, water; 3, plasmid pDER-bar; 4, non-transgenic 
SR 1 plant; 5-14, T 1 progeny of the transgenic line 31 (ie. lines 31-1 to 31-10). 
Panel B: Lanes 1, AI Pst! molecular weight markers; 2-11, lines 31-11 to 31-20. 
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2.3.3 The Mendelian pattern of inheritance 
order to study segregation of transgenes 40 plants each 
independently derived tobacco transfonnants (lines 31, 41, 50, and 
68) were analysed using results showed in all the plants, except line 
the bar segregated at a of 3: 1 indicating that the had integrated at a single 
plants the bar was 
fashion and 
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Table 1.1 peR analysis ofthe-T I progeny of eight randomly selected 
Plant line bar positive plants/40 
31 31 
35 87.5 
41 80 
30 
50 29 72.5 
52 28 70 
58 30 
68 31 77.5 
line 35 bar gene showed a segregation ratio of 1 two 
independent integration events had occurred. order to show that the plants 
expressed the bar the seeds were germinated on media was supplemented 
PPT. results indicated that indeed T 1 plants expressed the bar as they 
were able to under selection conditions as compared to negative ""TITT" plants. 
These results conflnned the results of inheritance of the bar in a Mendelian 
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2.8 Table 
2.3). 
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12 3 4 5 67 8 910 n 12 1314 1511$ 17181920 
._- -" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1213 14 15 16 17 18 
B 
1 1 3 4 S (; 1 8 9 10 P 11 13 14 
c 
Fig 2.8 PCR analysis oftheTI progeny of 35. plants were analysed for the presence 0: 
the bar gene products were fractionated on a % agarose gel. In at 
photographs lanes 1-4 contain /JPst 1 molecular weight water, plasmid pDER-bar and ;:: 
. non transgenic SRI plant respectively. Photograph A: Lane 5-20 pogeny of line (ie. Line~ 
to 35-16). Photograph lines 35-17 to Photograph C: lines 1 to 35-40. Five ou' 
of 40 plants were negative for bar a 15: 1 segregation 
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Fig 2.9 Representative PPT selection for the analysis of the segregation pattern 
of the bar gene in the progeny of To plants. 50 seeds were genninated in MS 
media supplemented with 20mgll PPT. Line 31 shows a 3: 1 segregation pattern 
whereas line 35 shows a 15:1 segregation pattern. Non-transgenic tobacco seeds 
were used as the negative control (SRl-). Barbara Hohn kindly donated the 
seeds for the positive control (SR 1 +). These seeds were derived from the 
progeny of a To tobacco plant that carried a single copy of the of the bar gene. 
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Table 2.3 Segregation of the bar gene as detennined by sensitivity and to 
PPT oftheT I progeny of eight randomly selected transgenic plants 
PPT resistant PPT sensitive % 
31 31 14 69 
35 3 94 
41 37 7 84 
43 40 10 80 
50 40 7 85 
33 14 70 
58 II 77 
68 39 8 83 
SRI (+) 17 66 
SRI (-) 0 0 
2.3.4 Determination of the extent of plasmid integration into the plant genome 
In order to detennine what of the plasmid had integrated into the tobacco plant 
genome primers that spanned the .,,--'. _''\c'·IIU, plasmid were designed 10). All 
2.12). plants were positive the nptll, bar moben (Fig. 
plants, 31, 35 50 tested positive for all SIX 
2.4). 
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Table 2.4 The presence (+) or absence (-) 
plants as detennined by 
....,"'''' ...... ''' regions ofpDER-bar transgenic 
MobCD 
31 + 
35 + 
50 + 
68 + 
41 + 
+ 
58 + 
43 + 
nptII 
E 
Kan 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
'. + 
+ 
+ 
11 
12 
9 10 
Bar 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
bar 
pDER-bar 
13.8 kb 
D C T B 
}tepC RepA 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ -
- -
- -
- + 
2 
4 
5 
7 8 6 
A repB 
Fig. 2.10 A of plasmid pDER-bar showing the 
that were designed to amplifY various of the plasmid 
MobA 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
-
-
+ 
-
repA 
detennine presence plants. The five mobilization 
genes (represented by the . letters in the diagram are divergently 
from the origin of transfer region (f). The replication region is 
denoted by its various components repA, repB and repC. Primer pairs 
correspond to the that are given Table . For example primer 1 
2 correspond to and BarR; 3 4 to RepCF and RepCR; 9 and 10 to 
MobCDF and MobCDR, etc. 
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Template pDER-bar NT Line 31 
Lane 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Fig.2.11 PCR analysis to check for the presence of various fragments ofpDER-bar that 
were integrated into the transgenic line 31. The primers used in this analysis were 
respectively BarF/BarR, KanFlKanR, MobAF/MobAR and MobCDF/MobCDR. Water 
and the non-transgenic (NT) plant genomic DNA were used as the ·negative controls 
whilst the pDER-bar plasmid DNA was used as the positive control. Lane 1 shows the 
molecular weight marker and lane 2 is blank. 
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Line 41 50 52 68 
Lane 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Fig. 2.12 Representative PCR analysis to detennine the presence of various 
fragments ofpDER-bar that were integrated in the genome oflines 41,50,52, and 
68. The primers used were respectively BarFlBarR, KanFlKanR, MobAFlMobAR, 
MobCDFlMobCDR. Lanes 2, 7, 12 and 17 contain water which was used as a 
negative control. 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 
work that 
as a vector 
At. pTF-FC2 can 
transformation of tobacco leaf discs 
used 
Agrobacterium. The trrurlstlornled ....... 1'1,,...."" .. ,,, showed no were as 
as 
used 
wild The 
vectors 
presen:tea. here 
pBI121 
shown that the 
octopine (LBA4404) nopaline 
dItter,ent from 
not shown). 
can function 
strains of Agrobacterium. 
routinely 
well in 
observation that all the plants on bialaphos positive gene 
analyzed they were trmsgenic. unique of 
Southern hybridization that the plants 
of integration events. of with 
the pre:sen(:e bar and no ~'O".-~ were £1,..1"'''",1"".£1 in the Oa1"-nc;;:g:a.n 
The 1C!",r""''1!"1l' that all that tested gene were 
gene a strong linkage between two In addition, on 
the extent of plasmid integration showed that three out of the eight plants tested contained 
all the of plasmid pDER-bar indicating that the plasmid 
of these The of the 
plasmid were found the tra:ns}:~enlC plants are adjacent to 
indicates that were all transferred one block. Such a scenario an indication 
of direction transfer. It appears that region through to bar is 
transferred thus ~"'''' ........ "''''' the way plant with mobA in 
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be the then, based on the orE;amzatlon of on Y''''uu"""" pDER-bar it 
would not be ext)ec'tea for repA to present absence repC or mobA to 
present in the absence of and as is the case with and 58 respectively 
(Table 2.4). These une)xpl~ctt)a integration patterns could be """' ........ .,,"'...... as un''"' .. '' .... 
deletions, a common phenomenon in plant transformation. It is also plausible that the 
position of bar gene 
1'>1-.. ,,.,...,,1-<,,,1'> of that lie 
selectable marker) favours the observed high fidelity of 
of it. 
Not HH< ..... ."UHJ'6 the ..... 'b~' ... - plants n .. r ..... ~.h"'rI unique ",u,u,,,,.,,, n:YOfIQI:ZRtlLOn 
on blots and copy .. ....".tAU' .... 
analysis in the T I showed 
(3:1 segregatlcm ratio). shows that the linked 
one locus, which means they function as, and are nhp'nf,,'rt as, a 
unit. UUj!:>U'6 by the amount of plasmid that integrated, this plasmid 
potential for producing transgenic plants with mUltiple genes . 
as a single 
great 
of 
..... , .. "1","" .. ,.'" plants multiple has shown particle (Hadi et 
1996; and et al. 1999). Ham and colleagues succesfully 
traltlsti)mled "c",'np<'T1 with different plasmids and found the majority of 
clones integrated 12 plasmids. and COlleagu<~s Sll0vV'ea that up to 
of the plasmids that they had in their transformation could be 
simultaneously introduced into the genome. successfully 
ansltolmc:d rice four that were reS1LoelU in co-transforming plasmids. 
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70% of the transgenic plants co-expressed all four genes. Two of these genes were of 
agronomic interest that conferred resistance to two separate taxa of pathogens. 
The ability of the entire pDER-bar plasmid to integrate into the plant genome (as in lines 
31, 35 and 50) makes it an attractive candidate for the delivery of multiple genes into 
transgenic plants. Several studies have shown that co-integration frequency of linked 
multiple genes is an efficient strategy (Komari et al. 1996; Tang et al. 1996). However 
delivery of multiple genes using a single plasmid is likely to become more difficult, both 
with respect to cloning and the delivery procedure itself, as the number of genes increases 
(Komari et ai. 1996; Tang et al. 1999). 
A feature of this plasmid is its lack of the usual 25-bp border sequences that delimit T-
DNA. Without these sequences the transferred DNA cannot easily be defined. However 
the integration pattern suggests that this plasmid may operate in a similar fashion to 
RSFlOlO, the only plasmid that has been shown to transfer DNA to plants without the 
use of the right and left borders (Buchanan-Wollaston et al. 1987). In their experiment 
Buchanan-Wollaston and colleagues generated several RSF 1 0 1 O-derived binary vectors. 
These plasmids all contained the mobilization functions and the replication region of 
RSFIOI0. They, including pJP181, the plasmid carrying no T-DNA border sequences, 
were shown to transfer their DNA into plant cells. All plasmids, including those that 
carried the T-DNA border sequences were found to transform plants at approximately the 
same frequency. It was also shown that the RSFI0I0 oriT and some of its cognate Mob 
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proteins were responsible for the of the plasmid carrying mobilization 
functions to cells. 
results that were obtained with pJPl are "'''UlLlnu to the ones obtained in this study. 
However, in contrast the of this work 010 plasmids contained 
T-DNA border sequences were able to transfer DNA to No transformants could 
using plasmid pTD 1 in this work. major difference between two 
plasmids is the mob of belong to IncP group those 
RSFI010 belong to the IncQ that each plasmid has a different 
mechanism DNA transfer. In addition, seems to a natural hybrid a 
replication region belonging to the group (Rohrer Rawlings, 1992), whereas 
010 belongs to IncQ group respect to both its mobilization and replication 
.... , ..... ,,~~ studies will out in order to establish role that is 
played the T -DNA border sequences inhibiting transfer to plants in plasmid 
In to out such investigations me:Ch;amsm of is in 
'iT<'Iln",T,"1" of DNA to plants by the plasmid \.IJ.JJwL ..... ··UUf will have to 
plants (lines 41, and had severe truncations at the end of 
tran.stetTed DNA. 
plant as 
mobC and mobD 
truncations were 
are transferred first. 
"iT,,", ....... of the bar which had used 
VVA.''''''''''AU with the hypothesis that the 
on this direction of it is not 
surprising that the pDER-bar plasmid that are downstream of the bar gene 
are deleted truncated. Grevelding et (1993) obtained "ULll.l.J. ..... 
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Using binary and vectors that had selectable markers located proximal to the 
border they showed that 63% their disc-derived transgenic Arabidopsis 
plants had lost at least 3 kb of left border regions compared to 15% that had lost at 
least 1.1 kb of border T-DNA is thought to occur in a polar. 
fashion beginning at right border (Zambryski et al. 1992). 
It has shown the integration complete transferred DNA is dependant on 
activity of protein et al. 1996). However it is not clear whether 
truncations observed in work were a result the lack or the inadequacy, of 
that the pDER-bar plasmid integrated in three of plant 
(31, and 50) that the VirE2 protein was sufficient these plants. addition 
Rossi colleagues did not observe a plant that showed the 1nt~'OT~.h a complete T-
DNA unit they used a mutant strain of Agrobacterium. Therefore in 
plants it could said that the deletions that were observed were due to the unavailability 
VirE2. Based on these findings it is plausible to that role played by VirE2 
III deletio;ns andlor truncations observed this work is negligible. Truncations 
beyond bar not have detlectc~d bc~caluse this would the 
selection an bar 
The 35 a 1 that two independent 
taken place. This is one of three the 
integration the whole plasmid. It is possible that in this plant the two integration 
events may not the result of the integration of whole jJu ..... :uu .. u.> but rather that of two 
plasmid rralgml~ms complement other in areas that 
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truncated. PCR analysis that was in this study could not detect such an 
eventuality. Many scientists have reported multiple and aberrant T-DNA insertions in 
tobacco (Spielmann and Simpson, 1986), tomato (McCormick et al. 1986; Jorgensen et 
al. Sukhapinda et a/. 1987), petunia (Delores and Ganer, 1988; Jones et al. 1988) 
and Arabidopsis (Grevelding, 1987). 
In conclusion~ results presented in this chapter show that a 
can be as a binary vector. The pf(>l1caerlCU~S of transformation obtained this study 
are comparable to best that can be achieved currently using commercially available 
binary vectors such as pBI121. fact the entire can be into the 
plant genome the possibility this may be as a 
co-integrate vector capable of introducing genes one 
plant genome. It is interesting to note that vector does not require right left 
border sequences in order to perform functions. Even more interesting is the fact that 
no transformants could be generated plasmid pTD 1 that contained border 
that This mean that border seCIUenC(~S are not 
they also lllliLl .. " or hinder DNA transter nro(~ess to plants. .... "'.'"\.1 pTF-FC2 
shown to highly promiscuous (Rawlings et al. 1986). It is interesting to note that 
this promiscuity can be extended to plants as well. of the pTF-FC2 plasmid 
offer a unique range vectors. In order to use them the 
jJV,,'UUJ'V way there is a need to nn(lP1"'~T<:Irln the melchamSlm that plasmid uses in 
Chapter 3. into plant geI1l0mle. is subject 
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CHAPTER 3 
MECHANISM OF DNA TRANSFER TO TOBACCO 
MEDIATED BY pTF-FC2 
ABSTRACT 
between Agrobacterium-mediated DNA transfer and 
DNA U....,".,L' .... L between bac:tenla is well doc:un:tenlted. evidence was provided by 
fact that A. tumefaciens is able to transfer to plants plasmid RSF 1 010, despite the fact 
that this plasmid lacks the border sequences upon which VirD2 protein acts. 
RSFI0I0 into plant cells was shown to dependent on mob and oriT regions and 
on several the genes of the plasmid, sugges1ting that grobacterilum cells, 
MobA oriT of RSF1010 are the functional of VirD2 the border 
sequences of the plasmid. In the previous chapter I showed that Agrobacterium is 
to trallstc;lr to tobacco cells plasmid which like 0, lacks border 
sequences upon which VirD2 protein acts. aim this study was to elucidate the 
mechanism action. In it I show that although VirD2 is to cleave, in the oriT 
region an eIIl.Clelncy 40%, it can do so in vivo. Two plasmids 
were ... ,... .... "h-I 1 which has functional genes, 
pDER-bar-GUS-LlMobA, a specific aelleU(]ln in mobA which rel1LOeJrS it non-
functional. plamids were electroporated into Agrobacterium strains 101 
(pPM6000), which has an intact and functional and GV3101 (pPM6000K), 
has a mutate:d and non-functional resulting GV3101 
(PPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS), GV31 0 1 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS-LlMobA), 101 
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(pMP6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS) and GV3101 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS-
AMobA). Co-cultivation experiments showed that the MobA+NirD2+ and 
MobA +NirD2- were 
... i .. '''U ... ' .... DNA to with an equal 
frequency. This was GUS Both 
produced with the same efficiency they were co-cultivated with tobacco 
showed that there was no in the ability to 
transfer to integrate DNA hpf1.x!p~'n these The MobA-NirD2- could not 
pL .. '''U .......... DNA to 1)f(JtQm;e ... ,u.g.,.u .. callus as ex]:,eclted. MobA-
NirD2+ strain a ty.<>'r'lot ..... .... , ..... ..", ...... ,J y 
compared with the two strains. These that the MobA is able 
to mediate the transfer and integration DNA into lants. 
INTRODUCTION 
um.efalr:lel1S transforms plant cells DNA, a tumor 
mOl11clllg (Ti) located the into the plant cell 
Expression this DNA (T-DNA) to the of crown gall tumors 
in many dicotyledonous plants. The Ti plasmid also contains the virulence which 
provides several products that transformation. . initiator of DNA 
processmJg, VirD2, conjunction VirD 1, cleaves bottom at the 
repeats and remains covalently attached to 5' end of released This 
DNA-protein complex is then transferred to the plant accompanied by the single 
stranded DNA binding protein, VirE2 been shown to protect the T-DNA from 
nucleolytic and to cause formation or in plant 
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membranes through which the T-DNA may pass. 
extensively reviewed in Chapter 1. 
processes been 
It has long known processing and transfer the T-DNA region to plant cells 
structural functional characteristics with events occurring during plasmid 
conjugation (Stachel and Zarnbryski, 1986). example, highly T-DNA 
border sequences are functional equivalents of oriT, as recognition and 
cleavage sites for site-specific nicking complexes (Yanofsky et al. 1986; Wang et ai. 
an~legrau et al. 1990). In addition the cleaving molecule remains covalently 1987; 
attached to end (Stachel et al. 1987; Bhattacharjee and Meyer, 1991). 
Furthermore, both transfer DrClce~ises involve stranded DNA tr!:l1rU:1t''''1" intermediates 
(Cohen et al. 1986; Albright et al. 1987) and both require to cell contact (Ream, 
1989). Derivatives of the mobilizable 
genes can be mobilized to plant 
Wollaston et al. 1987). 
by 
To add to this OTl'\'UT1r,o list of "' ........ ,u .. ''''.., I 
plasmid 010 that cany ~~ l'''U'''''''' mob 
plasmid-encoded Vir ":V":lrprn (Buchanan-
shown, the previous chapter, a 
derivative the plasmid pTF-FC2 is able to 1""",,,<,'t." .. DNA to plants the use 
the and borders. results require elucidation the mechanism of 
action at molecular level. My strategy initially assume that the mechanism of 
DNA to plants is similar if not identical to that used by plasmid RSFI0lD. 
be the nature of that between these two plasmids. 
Whilst 010 is an IncQ 1J .... ~UllU. is a an IH"""-"lfi. ..... replication 
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region and an IncP-like .. JVUUJL.UL,lVU region (Rawlings and Tietze, 2001). 
means these plasmids share similarities in areas that not affect plant 
transformation ie. the replication region and quite in the area that does 
ie. mobilization However both plasmids a similar organization. In 
RSF1010 three proteins are required for conjugal mobilization: MobA, which cleaves 
and ligates transferred (Bhattacharjee and Meyer, 1991) and two accessory 
DroteiI1S MobB MobC. MobC in separation DNA at 
oriT ~L.J"""'5 and Meyer, MobB ..... "' .. '-',~'" the complex of Mob proteins at oriT 
also has an additional function the tr'''''<lt,:> ... (Perwez and 1999). addition, 
010 encodes 
iteron uU',UJLlJ'p;, 
replication proteins 
products of the 
is encoded the 
a helicase an 
and respectively, and a 
and is translated both as the C-terminal 
MobA and separately U~1J'Vu;., et al. 1989). Both forms the primase are 
active and for p ... ,OU ... L .... replication both in vitro et al. 1991) and in 
However it shown that MobA-linked primase is only 
replication protein of 
Meyer, 
1010 that is required for "'U\1nrT<> mobilization (Henderson 
pTF-FC2 is essentially lOenucal to the one that I have The 
described 1010 (Dorrington et al. ; Rohrer Rawlings, 1992). Although 
mobilization regions are at the sequence level the similarities at the 
functional level are only notable difference is the three VJ.ULV'" 
proteins mobilization pTF-FC2 are MobC MobD. and MobE 
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were to affect frequency of mobilization (Rohrer and 1992). It 
is also interesting to note that the region where from IncP-like to IncQ-
like lies the continuous MobA-RepB frame (Rohrer and 
similarities in function su,g;,gested that it was still worthwhile to continue with 
had made. fIrst was to determine which protein was 
involved the of the DNA that was trall1Stl~rrf:d to MobA or VirD2 were 
PlCJKea as the likely "'''''.lunA ...... ,,:>. was to design eXJ)en:mf:ms that would 
identify the protein involved. large of to be 
analyzed a GUS rranSl,em assay method et al. 1993) would be used u"' ... ' .. ,,,,..., it was 
and method would it possible to rl"'i-"" ....... , .... the em.Cleincy 
tT':I1n<,-t,,. .. mediated the two test In to be able to do 
assays the uidA had to be incorporated into the I.JJJJ...>.1',,-UC'.+1 construct. A mobA 
deletion was generated the construct in to be to determine 
role in of DNA. It was also to show vitro whether or not VirD2 
could the oriTLV~LVH ofpTF-FC2. 
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.2.1 Molecular methods 
V"'lv'''' otherwise stated all DNA manipulations were performed ",,,,,nrI11Tl 
et al. (1989). 
to Sambrook 
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3.2.2 Sequencing reactions 
Sequencing was done 
Pharmacia Biotech 
the ALFexpress DNA automated sequencer (Amersham 
UpsaUa, Sweden. thermo sequenase fluorescent labeled 
primer cycle sequencing kit with 7-deaza-dGTP was used according to 
manufacturer's instructions (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). 
3.2.3 In vitro cleavage by VirD2 
The VirD2 protein that was used in this experiment was a kind donation from Barbara 
Hohn. It had previously been over-expressed in coli and purified by FPLC. The 
oligodeoxyribonucleotides GGTATATATCCTGACCAGTCTTGATGCCGCGCGCAT, 
derived from the right border of octopine-type plasmid pTiA6, and 
AACGGTCATCCTGATATTGCTCAACCGCTCTACTATCATATC, derived from the 
of were to test the in vitro activity of VirD2. 
labelling was performed using (,(32p) ATP (~ersham, Little Chalfont, 
polynucleotide kinase (Boeringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany), In 
was performed as described earlier (Pansengrau et al. 1993). However varying 
concentrations VirD2 were used, ranging 5 to 20 j.1g. Oligonucleotides were 
with VirD2 3 hours in a j.11 reaction (20 Tris-HCl, 
8.5, 5 mM MgCh, mM NaCl). The rea1ctloln products were separated on a 20% 
containing 8 M urea. 
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Quantification radioactive signal 
Autoradiography was quantified using a Ph()Splnolmager device imageQuant <:!l"\TTUI'l:lrp 
version (Molecular dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). 
3.2.5 Construction of pDER-bar-GUS 
The f"'nniC!rn was done by the introduction of EcoRI 
AppendIX A) that contained the gene (uidA) driven pGUS23 
cauliflower mC)SallC pronloter (35S) which contained a UUilJ<4J.1UV 
svnthaf;;e (Nos 3') terminator the EcoRl site of plasmid U.LJjw-,,..'uu,r (Fig, 
3.2.6 Construction of pDER-llMobA-bar -GUS 
order to create an internal deletion within the mobA two divergent primers, 
MobLlAF and a.<\.,'vL..Lru." were used to amplify rest of 
was ",,,n • .-,,,.-,, by making use of the ""'''''ll.IaUC'''' Long Template 
manufacturer's instructions (Roche, Mannheim, Germany). Ten 
were as ."" ... ,.1> .... "". The conditions were as follows: 
accoramg: to the 
plasmid DNA 
at 
for 3 followed by 20 cycles at for 20 seconds, for 30 seconds 
for 15 minutes an additional 20 added after each cycle. final 
cycle at 68°C had an time 7 minutes. PCR product was generated 
was then cloned the Easy vector in 
method (Promega, USA). The resultant plasmid, pGEML1MobA 3.2), was then 
sequenced to for the precision of the U"'Jl"'~lUH. After sequencing, the 
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containing the IJ' ... UJUA. Easy vector was excised and by using 
restriction enzyme. remaining rra:fn1l,ent consisting of pDER-bar-GUS plasmid 
contained the un .. 'u.rt.. deletion was usmg 
Product Purification Kit (Roche, Mannheim, This fragment was self-
uj::, ........... , resulting plasmid pDER-bar-GUS-~MobA which 1084 of the 
1228-bp-long open .... "UUJlJ; frame of mobA were deleted. 
Nos 3' 
EcoRI 
. 
;/ 
bar 
nptll 
pDER-bar 
13.8 kb 
Replicon (IncQ) 
Mobilization (IncP) 
Fig. 3.1 Construction plasmid "LJJw ...... 
plasmid is ,-1",,,,,,.,.,1,,,,,,£1 in Chapter GUS 
was obtained as an fragment from plasmid pGUS23. 
details. 
of the 
cassette 
text for 
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F 
pDER-bal'-GUS 
16.6 kb 
Long template PCR 
Notl 
E D C 
pGEMAMOBA 
Notl 
B . A'. 
T 
106 
A 
PCR product with 3' single A overhangs 
I Ligation 
,. ~¥l)i:,'( i;:~Vi;:ciPli ••.••••• , 
.... , .............. . f ................. I 
Notl Notl 
• Digestion willi Notl followed by ,dr- Ugation 
pDER-bar-GUS-AMobA 
15.5 Kb 
Noll 
T 
Fig.3.2 Strategy used to prepare the plasmid pDER-bar-GUS-L\MobA. deletion was " ..... ·u,,,·., 
by sequencing and restriction enzyme analysis. The shaded areas represent the mobilization rel!lon. 
Different genes of this region are marked A to T represents the origin of transfer. A' represents the 
remnants of mobA after peR. M represents the truncated mobA gene. The primers used are shown 
by the arrows marked F(L\MobAF) and R(L\MobAR). The drawings are not to scale. More details 
about the construction are available in the Materials and Methods section. 
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3.2.7 A. tumefaciens strains used 
order to study the roles played mobA and virD2 an tumefaciens strain devoid of 
virD2, GV3101 (pPM6000K), GV3101 (pPM6000), which had a functional 
intact virD2, were used. Strain GV3101 (pPM6000), a cured C58 nopaline 
pTiAch5 deriv~tive pPM6000, which is deleted in T-DNA (Bonnard et 
al. 1989) was modified in the virD2 of the plasmid, yielding strain GV3101 
(pPM6000K). The latter strain lacks 70% of the coding sequence the VirD2 protein, 
which is essential T~DNA transfer This 
transfer (Rossi et 1993). 
Table 3.1 Agrobacterium strains used this study 
STRAINS 
101 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) 
GV31 01 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS) 
GV31 01 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS-AMobA) 
GV31 OJ (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS-AMobA) 
was shown to be transfer defective for 
strains used is given Table 3.1. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
a Additional :~Fn ........ n&i",~ about these and plasmids is provided under materials and methods. 
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Transformation of A. tumefaciens 
The llU',V'-' ... ",.'V'. of the test plasmids pDER-bar-GUS pDER-bar-GUS-LlMobA into 
of strains 101 (pPM6000) 101 (pPM6000K) was by 
electroporation using method Chapter 
Co-cultivation with tobacco cotyledOns 
The co-cultivation PV"-'_'1"np-nt was nprtnnYlprl essentially as ........ "'~.L.J ........ by et al. 
1993. About 400 Nicotiana tabacum seedlings (two weeks old) were incubated for 
days the following tumefaciens strains: GV3101 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-
GUS), GV3101 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS-dMobA), GV3101 (pPM6000K)(pDER-
bar-GUS) 101 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS-LlMobA). The non-transformed 
GV31 0 1 (pPM6000K) was as a 5 ",,-,1.,, ..... '" of 
A. T1JH1t>Ulr'u'n m medium c011tailniltg the 4Un",,,v ritalnpicin (100 mg/ml) 
kanamycin (100 mg/ml) was washed twice an equal amount 10 
and resuspended in 10 GM medium to a fmal f1",.,·",,1'u of 0.6 at 600 nm. 
Different dilutions, 1: 10 to 1: 1000, of all the Sl["dllllS with the test plasmids were made. 
About 200 seedlings were added to the bacterial suspeUlSlo:n. The mi;l!:.twre was eXI:lost::a to 
a reduced (0.15 in a vacuum chamber for 5 minutes. seedlings 
were placed on GM (1% and for three days in a 
growth chamber at 25 with 16 hours light/day. The plantlets were m 10 
blotted dry in a sterile vacuum chamber 5 minutes. Transient 
1 
expression of uidA was detemnuc:d measurement of fJ-glucoronidase activity via a 
histochemical as described 
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(Rossi et al. 1 After co-cultivation, plants were to 5 ml of GUS ,,.. .. ',UJLlJ'5 
solution. A soft vacuum of about 0.15 atm was applied for 5 minutes to 
tt-".~· ...... t tissues in the standardize distribution the substrate into the of 
plantlets. The reaction was allowed to proceed for hours at plantlets were 
washed in water and bleached with ethanol. The blue sectors present on plantlets 
were counted under microscope. The remaining seedlings were analyzed for T-DNA 
The seedlings were washed 10 mM MgS04 and placed on MS medium 
0.1 mg/ml acid, 1 purine, 100 mg/ml 
500 vancomycin 500 seedlings were 
trarlste:rred to Calli were counted after 6 to 8 weeks. 
RESULTS 
The tumefaciens strain used to transform tobacco in Chapter 2 svrlthi;:Sl,~ed two 
proteins which have been shown to involved in the of is to 
tr31tlSti;:rn::d to VirD2 MobA. It was not clear at this the 
protein was responsible for the recognition and of the 
plasmid and subsequerlt transfer to plants was VirD2 or MobA or both. order 
to the contribution of of two proteins I had to show that can 
and cleave oriT sealUelllCe also they can or 
combination transfer plasmid into plant cells. 
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3.3.1 Construction ofpDER-bor-GUS-.M1obA 
The best way to study the role and function played by any known is to apt1,pr<'lrp a 
mutation it. order to study the role played by the MobA pro·tern v"'4,,,,.UJeu IJJ..".LI ...... -u, .. , 
GUS-AMobA that contained an internal deletion of MobA had to constructed. 
the use of Expand Long template PCR an internal deletion of 1084 bp (Figs. 
and 3.3) was created. Considering that the pTF-FC2 mobA gene is 1228 bp the internal 
deletion was extensive and rendered the 
(1985) identified the mobilization regIon 
non-functional. Rawlings and Woods 
and cloned it into a non-
mobilizable Bluescript SK vector. 
high frequency by plasmid RP4 or 
resultant plasmid, pTF100, was mobilizable at 
coli and Rawlings (1992) tested 
ordered sequential deletions from both ends of pTFmob100 for their ability to be 
mobilized by the chromosomally located IncP plasmid of coli SI7-1. The 
"I"'"'''''' that deleting 319 bp from the of mobA gene the mobilization 
frequency by 9000-fold. With the removal of a further 391 bp mobilization was no 
longer rt",tpl"t,.h Thus, removing a total of 710 bp renders mobA completely inactive. 
to this reasoning an internal deletion 1084 bp should in inactivation 
the mobA gene product. 
The presence of the specific mobA deletion was continued by seQuerlcll1lg (results not 
and restriction enzyme analysis (Fig. 3.3). 
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11.5 
5.08 
< 4.4kb 
kb 2.84 
1.99 
1.70 
1.16 
Fig. 3.3 Restriction analysis to confinn the of the MobA deletion in pDER-
bar-GUS-8MobA. Lanes 1, AlPstI molecular weight markers; ClaI restriction 
digest of pDER-bar-GUS, yielding a 5.484-kb fragment that contains the entire 
mobilization 3, ClaI of pDER-bar-GUS-8MobA, producing 
a band kb which shows a deletion of 1084 bp in the mob region. 
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3.3.2 Sequence alignment 
use of DNA protein sequences for 
dendograms) is an established technique. 
generation of phylogenetic trees (or 
aim of this study was to determine 
the mechanism of action of DNA tr">1n",t'''T to plants by pTF-FC2 it was nec:ess:arv to 
establish evolutionary relationship of the cleavage proteins from Of 
particular was phylogeny of those cleavage proteins are known to 
mediate the transfer of DNA to plants, notably VirD2 and RSFI010 MobA. would 
compared with pTF-FC2 MobA. 
wide range of 
4.0) and it was 
proteins (relaxases) were analyzed DNAMAN (version 
while all the proteins shared same root, had "'" .... ""." 
from the rest clustering of MobA with R751 
shows that they are similar at the amino acid leveL 010 MobA 
is a"' ..... ;,. ...... own although the degree of relatedness is between it and 
it is with VirD2. 
alignment showed a 19% identity between VirD2 and MobA 
3.5). The nuclear localization I, II or were 
poorly, pTF-FC2 MobA. It was however '1'11"." .. .,.,,,,1" to note that the 0) 
"'.,.l1ln""..,,..,,, was well conserved the two proteins. 
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0.05 
RSF1010MobA 
82 
pTiC58VirD2 
--
RJ88Trwc 
49 100 pseudo Tral 
100 R751Tr aJ 
100 RP4Tr aI 
-
-
pTF 
62 
-FC2MobA 
pTi C58TraA 
Col EIMbeA 
Fig. 3.4 A rooted neighbour joining tree illustrating the amino acid relationships of 
the relaxase family of proteins. This tree was generated from protein sequence data 
and the output sequence file was subjected to phylogenetic analysis using DNAMAN 
4.0 with ColEIMbeA as an outgroup. All vertical lines are arbitrary, while horizontal 
lines are proportional to sequence divergence. 
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23 
62 
83 
I 
I 
Motif! 
I 1 I. 1 
1 I II III 
MotifU MotifUI 
122 EHID •.••••..•... : .• ':KDKPRQPAQPKRDMENRTGEKS •....•.. AERIAIEDGA 
I I I I I 1 I I I 
130 DHPHLHVVVNRRELLGHGWLKISRRHPQLNYDGLRKKMAEISLRHGIVLDATSRAERGIA 
MotifIJI 
158 PII~~C~TW:EQLH]~I~KGJMR~{E~,TG 
I I I I I I I I I 
190 ERPITYAEHRRLERMQAQKIQF.EDTDFDETSPEEDRRDLSQSFDPFRSDPSTGEPDRAT 
218 QPP •••.. QRQQVAQREPEPIKPDVPGWKDYITGRKAHYSEKNADKLVQDKRQEQERKQL 
I II I I I I I 
249 RHDKQPLEQHARFQESAGSSlKADARIRVSLESERSAQPS .•.•.... ASKIPVIGHFGI 
273 AEQQKARRDELMRGNWKGKGEVLNAMRSVlAAEQAAEKAALKEKHQKQREQHRQQFRPYP 
I I I I I I 
301 
333 
I I III I 
361 .. ELGGRKRARGNRRD 
393 GGRGG NLS 
III I 
419 DGRGG 
-
Ol 
114 
Fig. 3.5 Comparison of the amino acid sequences of MobA (top line) and VirD2 
(bottom line) proteins encoded by plasmids pTiA6 and pTF-FC2. respectively. This 
alignment reveals a 19% identity between the two proteins. Motifs I. II and III correspond 
to the conserved domains characterizing the members of the relaxase family to which 
VirD2 belongs. Y29 (boldface) of motif I of VirD2 was shown to be involved in the 
phosphotyrosine bond establishing the liason with the T -strand (Pansegrau et al. 1994). 
NLS represents the nuclear localization signal, while ro represents the omega sequence. 
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3.3.3 In vitro cleavage by VirD2 
VirD2 was used to investigate ability to cleave a synthetic 41-mer 
oligonucleotide that contained the nick region of the or the pTiA6 right border 
the octopine strain A. tumefactens. I also used various concentrations 
(5mg, lOmg and 20mg) to show the effect of increasing the protein concentration on the 
efficiency of cutting. products obtained following incubation of VirD2 with the 
41-mer oriT oligonucleotide and the -'-,-JU."''''. pTiA6 border oligonucleotide 
were ""...,.<>r".t-.. 11 in a denaturing polyacrylamide 
electrophoretic mobility of a 13-mer was observed 
both cases a product with 
3.6). These results showed that 
VirD2 is able to recognize the oriT region and is able to cleave the synthetic 
oligonucleotide. The radioactive signal was quantified by use a phospho Imager device 
that showed that VirD2 could cleave the oligonucleotide with an efficiency of 40% as 
compared to the efficiency of the right border. occurrence of a m 
the of the oriT the exact site the nick 
identification of this had hitherto not yet been proven experimentally. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.. 
• 
- .' 
.. 35-mer 
13-mer-......... •••
••• 
'.
Fig. 3.6 Site specific cleavage of oligonucleotides by purified VirD2 using as substrates the 
pTiA6 right border (RB): GGTATATATCCTGACCAGTCTTGATGCCGCGCGCAT and 
oriT : Positions of the 
are used as a control; 2, that was 
not incubated with (1 of the 41-mer pTF-FC2 oriT eTAr ...... ",'!'",£'! 
by concentrations (5, 10 ofVirD2; 6-8, products (13-mers) of 
J"-.U''''A pTiA6 RB the same treatment as 
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Transient expression GUS assays 
In this study I set out to test the DNA """"""T'''''' to tobacco "''''''',.UUlAl'i.''' 
Agrobacterium strains 10 Table 3.1. In assay the activity 
luc~Dromallise traJt1Blj~ntllV expressed by uidA i'''''''!''1",n on vectors DVC~,-Dllr-\ 
and pDER-bar-GUS-AMobA represents a quantitative measure transferred 
IllVll;;Nt!.lvi:) which in the cell nucleus without ne(:es~;anlj1 being integrated into 
the (transfer efficiency). transfer efficiency can be as number 
blue spots appearing on a seedling histochemical staining. Transient expression 
(Fig. showed nearly equal numbers blue spots on cotyledons 
transfected 101 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS) and 
(pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) (Table 3.2A Table 3.2B). This suggests that MobA is 
able to transfer as as combination VirD2 MobA. 
Transfection tobacco cotyledons with GV3101 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS-
AMobA) showed no DNA transfer and transfection with an undiluted GV3101 
(pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS-AMobA) very little ""'(lU,O!.VJ. about 0.03% of 
the transfer of 1 : 1 00 diluted of 
or GV3101(pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS). This 
101 (pPM6000)(pDER-
shows that although 
VirD2 is to cleave region in vitro a 40% eIIlClelllCY it is to 
do so in vivo. However is a possibility that VirD2 is able to oriT 
efficiently but is to transfer DNA to plant cells. 
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c 
B 
A 
Fig. 3.7 Representative transient expression of uidA gene in tobacco seedlings that were co-
cultivated with various dilutions of strain GV 3101(pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS). 
Photograph A represents the undiluted strain; B, 1: 10 dilution; C,1: 100 dilution). Strain GV 
3101(pPM6000K) was used for the dilutions as it contained a non-functional VirD2 protein. 
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3.3.5 Tobacco cotyledon co-cultivation 
The efficiency of 1nt'''CTr·"tU\n into plant chromosomal DNA was estimated 
selection PPT H,,"Jl"''''U' calli (Table The transfonnation 
frequency a strain corresponds to the of PPT "'.n." ...... ' .. calli/seedling compared 
with this number for a wild type bacterium (Tinland et Therefore the 
efficiency is defined as the ratio transfonnation efficiency to transfer 
efficiency. This value represents fraction ofT-DNA molecules that from a 
pool that the nucleus. Experimentally integration is as the 
number ofPPT resistant calli divided by number of blue spots (Tinland et al. 1995). 
experiment that I designed to test for stable integration of the plasmid DNA 
showed both strains 101 (PPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) and 101 
(pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS) transfonned tobacco seedlings with a similar frequency, 
15.6% respectively. Considering that two strains showed the same 
it is not that have the same integration efficiency as 
well (Table 3.2B). 
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Table 3.2A Raw data obtained during the transient GUS expression experiments and 
the subsequent formation of callus. " . 
Phenotype of Transient GUS expression Calli formation 
strains used (Spots/seedlings) (Calli/seedlings) 
UNDILUTED DILUTED 
VirD2 MobA 1:100 
- + Blue 
'" 
1550/298 19211234 .. 
+ + Blue 15611332 1451942 
- - 0/365 N/A 0 
+ - 2/350 0 0 
Table 3.2B Efficiency oftransfera, transformation and integration mediated by 
MobA and/or VirD2d 
120 
Phenotype of strains Transfer efficiency: Transformation Integration efficiency: 
used Spots/seedling efficiency: Transformation/transfer 
Calli/seedling 
VirD2 MobA 
-
+ 
-
+ 
+ 5.2 0.156 
+ 4.7 0.154 
-
N/Ab 0 
-
0 0 
II This table only shows results that were obtained after 1: 100 dilution 
b Not applicable 
C Not determined 
0.031 
0.033 
c 
--
d shown in this table are a of the ofthree independent 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
VirD2 is one of key tumefaciens proteins involved T-DNA prclce~;SlIll,g and 
transfer. In addition to its transferase domain, necessary for nicking the T -DNA 
borders, VirD2 contains a bipartite C-terminal nuclear localization sequence (NLS), 
nec;essary for the plant u ...... ,." ... "'. and a conserved calledro 
that is important for virulence in Chapter 1). conjugative plasmid 
RSFIOIO can be A. tumefaciens either to plant cells or to other 
Agrobacteria. Three required to plasmid DNA for conjugal transfer 
assemble at the oriT to form a complex called the relaxosome. The largest and 
known of proteins, MobA, locally disrupts the helical structure of the oriT DNA 
relaxosome and then cleaves one of the strands (reviewed Chapter 1). there was 
no resemblance between the mobilization of RSFlOlO and that 
3.4), it was necessary to an insight the mechanism that was operational the 
trallstc;rr system. was done by establishing which protein was ill 
the processing of the DNA. and cleavage proteins were targeted. 
nUIP"'>... amino sequence ahlgnrneIlt showed that the two proteins had a 19% 
identity 3.5). 
presenlea here have shown that VirD2 is able to cleave pTF -FC2 oriT in vitro 
with an VAA.A"'nJUV of 40% (Fig.3.6). cleavage of the pTF-FC2 oriThas also 
identified. It falls immediately after the conserved 
(Tablel.1). This is consistent with other cleavage sites and Wilkins, 1995). 
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In Chapter strain LBA4404(pAL4404)(pDER-bar), which "' ..... , ....... "., 
and functional VirD2 and MobA cleavage proteins was shown to able to 
mediate the transfer of plasmid DNA to plants. To the contribution each of 
these proteins in this W<>,,,,,1-,,.,. I measured the MobA-mediated transfer in a VirD2-free 
Agrobacterium strain [GV 3 10 1 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS)] and the VirD2-mediated 
transfer in a MobA-free Agrobacterium strain 3 10 1 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS-
,1MobA)]. The 
obtained from strain 
experiments were compared with those 
3101 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) which contained intact 
functional and MobA cleavage proteins. 
fact that the strains GV3101 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) GV3101 
(pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS) the plants with same frequency 11lUJl""""Mi;} 
that not .. d-~ ... +",· .. ", with MobA. it can be that rI"''''' .... i-''' the the 
two the same they act independent each other. This un""".!"> 
is consistent and comparable with made by Shadenkov et (1996) and Bravo-Angel 
et al. (1999) who both found that DNA transfer by MobA of RSFIOIO is neither 
dependent on nor inhibited by presence of 
similarity functionality between RSF I 010 
It is also interesting to note this 
pTF-FC2 when yet 
similarity in their mobilization regions at the DNA sequence level (Rohrer and 
1992). 
no 
Although VirD2 was able to cleave the pTF-FC2 oriT in vitro with an efficiency of 40% 
it may barely able to do so in vivo. Arbitrarily setting transfer efficiency by the 
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strains GV31 0 1 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) and GV31 0 1 (pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-
GUS) to 100% 
a 0.03% 
also into account the dilution factor VirD2 could only 
h-""!'l"f".".. efficiency in an emrlronm.ent devoid of this case 
contribution of VirD2 in can be to negligible the two strains GV 
3101 (pPM6000)(pDER-bar-GUS) and GV 3101(pPM6000K)(pDER-bar-GUS) showed 
efficiency. Another explanation could be that VirD2 is able to cleave 
but, as has already shown, is unable to transfer DNA to the plant 
cells. It is a well established fact that order for VirD2 to pilot the T -strand to the plant 
nucleus it has to remain tightly bound to 5' end of the T -strand (Howard et al. 1992; 
Shurvington et al. 1992; Tinland et al. 1992; Rossi et al. 1993b). to my 
knowledge such binding between VirD2 and an oriT-derived T-strand has not been 
documented. This means that even VirD2 could cleave the oriTit may fail to 
pilot the T -strand to plant cell or the mobilization accessory proteins MobB, C and D 
not be able to aSSOCIare with VirD2 as they do MobA. 
In the previous Chapter it was shown that strain C58Cl(pMP90)(pTDl) which COI1ltauled 
intact VirD2 and MobA proteins and also contained right and left border sequeI1lCeS 
not mediate of DNA to plant cells. This finding, taken together with the 
results of the experiments that are Chapter, can shed more light on the 
mechanism of action that mediates the transfer DNA into plants by The co-
Vn...l''''''Jl~'''''' of VirD2 and MobA proteins does not cause any interference as others 
(Shadenkov et al. 1996 and Bravo-Angel et al. 1999) and I already shown. In 
addition each of these oroieirlS had on and 
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Therefore there was no competition at the of the cleavage site. However based 
on construction of pTDl and the location of the cleavage transformed plants 
would result VirD2-mediated is so because both and 
MobA r,,,,,!>"'p at their 1"p",,,,,,,,,,h,, .. MobA will .,.", ... "t,,.,,.. to plant a a~.HIJJl!L that 
not the selectable marker gene 3.8). nul· ... "',..,. even so no transformants were 
obtained, which means VkD2 was un~ble to pilot the T-strand '''' ...... ", .... the npt!! gene 
plant cells. observations imply that is some inhibition mechanism 
prevents VirD2 c~rrying out its normal functions. 
oriT 
pTDl 
Fig. 3.8 Schematic diagram of plasmid showing possible 
cleavage for MobA and The area between the right 
border and origin of transfer (oriT) does contain a selectable 
marker gene. Therefore during plant transformation if both MobA 
and VirD2 cleave their respective then MobA will a 
DNA fragment does not a selectable marker gene. 
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Several which to inhibition the u"""", .. ",. the _"T1"<lJnn have 
RSFlOlO was ".,r.,Uf1"I to the ty."',,,,,f ..... and or 
integration ofpTiA6 a manner that is re\ren,enby the over expression ofvirB9, virBlO, 
virBll (Ward et al. 1991). In study the authors uggestc:a that RSFlOI0 or 
C'f-"' .... "'rl intermediate blocks the transfer of the T -complex that in presence 
VirB9, 10 and 1 become limiting transfer. ., ..... , ... "'''' showed that the 
R-strand (ie. the traI1lsie!rred DNA RSFlOlO), the _"".<lnro and utilize a 
common transport site and the u","""",. intermediate ofRSFlOlO has an advantage 
over and VirD2-T strand accessmg site (Binns et al. most 
obvious "'CUJLUJ.'-"""'" site competition is hypothetical complex encoded by 
virB Uk.amoto et 1991). It was formation of an 
mte:rm(~dlate of RSFlOlO conjugal .... "'''0 ... '''. is m::c:c:::ssa:ry for inhibition of 
movement (Stahl et al. 1998). major ... .I.u .... Uj'5 
experiments was RSFI0I0 or its transferred intermediate preferentially interacts with 
the virB encoded system thus sequestering it 
a state that is more likely to take advantage 
a manner that leaves 
extracellular VirE2 than 
the made the same 
RSFlOIO products and VirE2 sUI:l:ges:ts a high affinity 
This cOinplet1tlon between 
ecc~gnm(Jln of elelnenltS of 
DNA export machinery MobA components may be an important feature 
broad-host-range plasmids since it would them to utilize other DNA systems 
efficiently et al. 1999). Perhaps more importantly, RSFI010 
ITallSIl~rrt:U intermediate is probably tm:sel1t in Agrobacterium "np'~1p(! even in absence 
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of vir induction, as it is in in which the relaxed MobA-capped intermediate 
010 is found constitutively (Nordheim et al. 1980). The fact VirB proteins are 
potentially limiting and that are only produced after vir induction means they 
can easily sequestere:Q by the RSF 1 010 transfer lDH,rm.emate. 
FUIthe:rrnore the pre:senl:;e in obllct(;'rium of the plasmid pSa been shown to 
suppress tumorigenesis (Loper and Kado, Farrand et al. 1981). Further ''''''',.1..'''''' 
have localized oncogene suppression gene to a 1 kb ."'J;:.<"U of (Close and Kado 
1991). region contains osa "H'''VI'~,",H''"' ~uppression ~ctivity) that is the 
gene a four-gene operon. The osa alone A. tumefaciens is 
sufficient for suppressing ocogenicity and 1992; Chen Kado, 
1994). It was also shown that . presence of GSA protein tumefaciens UllJ'"''.''' 
tumorigenesis not by blocking T-DNA transfer, but by inhibiting protein 
export from the bacterimn to plant cell (Lee et al. 1999). The uu,"uU5 that osa 
by itself, rather than the formation of a conjugal intermediate with pSa, blocks 
transformation "' ... .-;,F."''',.''' that mechanism oncogenic suppression by osa 
that of the IncQ plasmid RSFIOIO. 
With to lack transformants when using (pMP90)(PTD 1) I propose 
The intermediate the protein-nucleic acid strand to 
be VirD2-T in a similar as 
RSFIOIO. although the pTF-FC2 by virtue of its 
inhibitory capacity, a competitive advantage over the strand, no 
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transfonnants are because the fragment that it transfers to the plant cell 
does not carry a selectable mal:ker (Fig. 3.8). nptII is 
oriT and is by the left borders. The n .. " ..... ,,,,, 
that no transformants IS an .......... "' ......... u that VirD2 protem right 
border efficiently. If it were not so, some MobA-mediated would be 
obtained as a the non-cleaved border Thus failure by VirD2 to 
cleave the borders eIIICHmtllV would enable inv'u£>. to pilot to the cell a strand that 
contains the selectable marker. 
fact that Buchanan-Wollaston et al. (1987) showed that binary vectors derived from 
RSF1010 were able to mediate the DNA to plants whether or not they 
contained borders suggests a different mechanism of transfer between this plasmid and 
However, this could also mean that pTFC2 and RSF1010 function the same 
way the transfer system, but that the juxtaposition of oriT borders on pTD 1 
is different that on RSFlOlO 
Bravo-Angel et al. (1999) conducted experiments that cOl1ttrme:d that the export of VirE2 
proteins can be inhibited by the presence of RSF 101 O-derived plasmids 
Agrobacterium, cOilselqmmtl 
was not addressed in 
L"' ......... "F> to a decrease efficiency. question 
...... ~'au'vu'" that were work although the possibility that 
observed in Chapter 2 may have due~ in part, to the low concentration of that 
was to plant cells cannot excluded. Rossi et al. (1996) Showed that in 
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the absence VirE2, a large majority T-DNA molecules are ..•.. _,....._.~._ 
truncated versions, variable extents ofleft parts the 
Without further experimentation results do not allow 
extensive speculation about the mechanism of transfer. However it is clear that the 
MobA protein and the the transfer of DNA into plant cells. It is 
clear that the products pTF-FC2 inhibit of VirD2-T strand into plant 
cells. The obtained so far point to a model that suggests that the mechanism in 
operation in the inhibition ofVirD2-T strand transfer by pTF-FC2 is very similar to 
ofRSFlOlO and different from that ofpSa. 
It has reported thatRSFlOl 0 MobA-mediated transformation occurs a much 
lower efficiency compared to VirD2-dependent transfer (Bravo-Angel et al. 
1999). However MobA-mediated transformation occurred with a 
proficiency that was similar to VirD2-dependent T-DNA by a that 
commercially available vector pBIl21(results not shown). Another observed 
transferred in the use ofRSFlOlO were severe truncations at the end of 
that were , ... 1'., ...... <.1"1"11 the plant gerloIIle (Bravo-Angel et 1999). Typically 
most these deletions were over 500 long. results presented here show that 
primer MobCDF located 121 bp from the MobA A.u"'·""UJ,Fo, site consistently produced the 
sized I.n" ..... "."'. when used in combination with pmner MobCDR in all the plants 
tested. This 
Pt"P,tnT'p possible 
deletions in plants, any, were less than 121 bp. It is 
MobA is able to integrate the 5' of transferred 
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5.08 
< 4.4 kb 
kb 2.84 
1.99 
1.70 
1.16 
Fig. 3.3 Restriction analysis to confirm the presence of the MobA deletion in pDER-
bar-GUS-~obA. Lanes 1, ').,JPstI molecular weight markers; 2, Clal restriction 
digest of pDER-bar-GUS, yielding a 5.484-kb fragment that contains the entire 
mobilization region; 3, Clal restriction digest of pDER-bar-GUS-~obA, producing 
a band of 4.4 kb which shows a deletion of 1084 bp in the mob region. 
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DNA more precisely into the plant genome. Of the fifteen plants that Bravo-Angel 
et al. (1999) analyzed only one was found to be correctly ligated to the plant genome 
without any 5' deletion. Based on the available results it is likely that pTF-FC2 MobA 
can achieve a higher frequency of correctly ligated DNA compared to the one by 
RSFIOIO which Bravo-Angel and colleagues observed. 
My results suggest that pTF-FC2 MobA may be more efficient than RSFlOlO MobA at 
maintaining the integrity of the 5' end of the transferred DNA during the process of 
integration. It is interesting to note that of the important domains of VirD2 the (J) domain 
is the only one that is well conserved between VirD2 and pTF-FC2 MobA (Fig. 3.5). In 
the absence of a clearly defined role of (J) (reviewed by Gelvin, 2000) I propose that it is 
this domain that gives pTF-FC2 its proficiency both in DNA transfer and in integration. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CO-TRANSFORMATION OF TWO COMPATIBLE 
AGROBACTERIUM tumefaciens BINARY VECTORS AND 
THEIR USE IN PLANT TRANSFORMATION 
ABSTRACT 
The introduction of foreign genes into the plant genome is now a basic technique. 
However the realization that most agronomic traits are polygenic in nature has directed 
researchers to focus more on multiple transformation systems. Most methods that have 
so far been used to generate multigenes use the co-bombardment method. In order to 
achieve multigene plant transformation, in this study, a strain of Agrobacterium carrying 
two compatible binary vectors was used to transform tobacco cells. The bialaphos 
resistance gene (bar) and the kanamycin resistance gene (nptJl) were the two genes used. 
Agrobacterium strains were transformed by electroporation and/or freeze thaw methods 
resulting in C58Cl(PMP90)(pBI121)(pPZPI00-bar). A large number of morphologically 
normal transgenic plants were obtained by co-cultivation of tobacco leaf discs with the 
above strains of Agrobacterium. Using PCR analyses the To generation showed that the 
frequency of double transformation, defined as the frequency with which cells 
transformed with a first T-DNA contained a second unselected T-DNA, was 75%. This 
represented 12 of the 16 plants that were analysed. The 12 doubly transformed To plants 
were self-pollinated. The results showed that in eight of the plants the two genes had 
integrated into one genetic locus, with an inheritance conforming to a 3: 1 Mendelian 
fashion. The progeny of one plant showed a 15: 1 segregation pattern indicating that the 
two genes had integrated in two unlinked sites in the genome. The progeny of the other 
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three plants failed to thrive on medium supplemented with bialaphos suggesting that this 
gene had either been silenced, truncated, deleted or mutated. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Agrobacterium has largely been used in leaf disc transformation for the transfer of single 
trait genes (Zhu et al. 2000; Zupan et al. 2000). Of particular importance has been the 
production of hepatitis B surface antigen for oral immunization (Richter et al. 2000), the 
production of transgenic plants that express cationic peptide chimeras that exhibit broad-
spectrum resistance to phytopathogens (Osusky et al. 2000) and the production of 
biopharmaceuticals (Giddings et al. 2000). The most exciting factor is that one 
transgenic plant-derived biopharmaceutical, hirudin, IS now being produced 
commercially in Canada for the first time. It would therefore seem that transgenic plants 
hold great potential for the safe production of relatively inexpensive pharmaceutical 
proteins and peptide products. 
However since most agronomic characteristics are polygenic in nature, plant genetic 
engineering will require the manipulation of complex regulatory or metabolic pathways 
involving multiple genes or gene complexes (Chen et al. 1998). For instance in order to 
express the polyhydroxybutyrate polymer or Guy's 13 antibody, for example, single 
genes were first introduced into individual transgenic plants, then these plants were back-
crossed to reconstitute the entire pathway or the complete protein (Navrath et al. 1994; 
Ma et al. 1995). It took Ye and his colleagues (2000) seven years to introduce three 
genes for a short biosynthetic pathway that resulted in ~-carotene expression in rice (De 
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Cos a et at. 2001). Therefore it is quite clear that redirecting complex biosynthetic 
pathways and modifying polygenic agronomic traits requires the integration of multiple 
transgenes into the plant genome, while ensuring their stable inheritance and expression 
in succeeding generations (Chen et at. 1998). This poses the single biggest technical 
limitation in plant DNA transformation today. 
Strategies to produce multiple trans genes in plants have been developed. Most of these 
utilize co-bombardment as a means of introducing genes into plants (Hadi et at. 1996; 
Chen et at. 1998; De Cosa et at. 2001). Co-bombardment is viewed as a simple process 
in which genes carried on separate plasmids are mixed prior to transfer. Hadi and 
colleagues demonstrated that it was possible to genetically transform soybean by co-
bombardment of embryogenic suspension tissues using a "cocktail" of 12 different gene 
constructs. However, in this case, no information was provided on the integration, 
coexpression, or inheritance of the trans genes in regenerated plants. 
Through detailed molecular and genetic studies Chen and colleagues showed that it was 
possible to transform embryogenic tissues with a mixture of 14 different pUC-based 
plasmids. Eighty-five percent of these transgenics contained more than two, and 17% 
more than nine of the target genes. Integration of multiple transgenes occurred at either 
one or two genetic loci with inheritance conforming to a 3: 1 Mendelian ratio. In this case 
integration and behaviour of multiple transgenes inserted by co-bombardment was similar 
to that for a single transgene, and exhibited the patterns of stable and predictable 
inheritance necessary for incorporation into plant breeding programmes. Although all 
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transgenes, except for one, were morphologically normally only 63% produced viable 
seed. In addition, whilst it is clear that the integration of many genes at one or few loci 
could not be attributed to chance alone, the mechanisms governing this phenomenon 
remain unknown. Therefore, this method may not be universally suitable for all crops. 
De Cosa and colleagues (2001) demonstrated another strategy for engineering multiple 
genes in plants. In this case multiple genes were introduced into the plastid genome 
unlike in all of the aforementioned examples where genes were transferred into the 
nuclear genome. This strategy offers a some advantages notably the fact that integration 
of foreign genes into the plastid genome enhances gene containment because in many 
crop plants plastids are inherited from the maternal parent preventing the pollen-mediated 
spread of the transgenes (Maliga et al. 1993; Daniell et al. 1998; Scott et al. 1999). 
Although not completely proven, in principle this removes the possibility of antibiotic 
resistance gene transfer to weeds or microorganisms in the environment or gut (Lamtham 
and Day, 2000). 
The presence in transgenic crop plants of marker genes conferring antibiotic or herbicide 
resistance has raised a great deal of concern (reviewed by Daniell, 1999 and Puchta, 
2000). Although no scientific basis has been determined for these concerns, removal of 
marker genes would likely hasten the public acceptance of transgenic crops (Zuo et al. 
2001). 
In their study De Cosa and colleagues used the Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) cry2Aa2 
operon as a model system to demonstrate operon expression and crystal formation via the 
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chloroplast genome. The cry2Aa2 is the distal gene of a three-gene operon. The open 
reading frame immediately upstream of cry2Aa2 codes for a putative chaperonin that 
facilitates the folding of Cry2Aa2 (and other proteins) to form proteolytic ally stable 
cuboidal crystals (Crickmore et al. 1992; 1994; Ge et al. 1998). Since it has been shown 
that Cry protein levels decrease in plant tissues late in the growing season or under 
physiological stress it was part of the objectives of this study to produce a more stable 
protein that would be expressed at high levels in the chloroplast throughout the growing 
season and in so doing also help in the elimination of the development of Bt resistance. 
The results obtained showed that the foreign protein accumulated at 45.3% of the total 
soluble protein in mature leaves and remained stable even in old bleached leaves 
(46.1 %), thereby increasing the efficacy and safety of transgenic plants throughout the 
growing season. 
However, a major disadvantage with chloroplast genetic engineering in higher plants may 
be the utilization of antibiotic resistance genes as the selectable marker to confer 
streptomycinlspectinomycin resistance. Initially, selection for chloroplast transformation 
utilized a cloned mutant 16 S rRNA gene that did not bind the selection antibiotic and 
this conferred spectinomycin resistance (Svab et al. 1990). Subsequently the aadA gene 
product that inactivates the antibiotic by transferring the adenyl moiety of A TP to 
spectionomycinlstreptomycin was used (Svab and Maliga, 1993). These antibiotics are 
commonly used to control bacterial infection in humans and animals (Danielle et al. 
2001). However, given the high number of chloroplast genome copies in the cell, 
transformation unavoidably yields thousands of copies of antibiotic resistance genes in 
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the chloroplast genome, thus increasing the probability of gene transfer from plants to 
bacteria living in the gastrointestinal tract or soil. 
In the light of all the aforementioned problems the simplicity and specificity of T-DNA 
transfer may provide a solution for the engineering of multigenes in plants. In addition 
Agrobacterium offers defined transgene integration, potentially low copy number and 
preferential integration into transcriptionally active regions of the chromosome (Konez et 
al. 1989). Studies have shown that two unlinked T-DNAs can transform the same 
tobacco plant cell and segregate in the F 1 generation (De Frammond et al. 1986). Further 
studies have also shown that it is possible to obtain plant cells transformed by two 
distinct T-DNA elements (An et al. 1985; Depicker et al. 1985; Jones et al. 1987; 
McKnight et al. 1987). Jorgensen and colleagues (1987) carried out a detailed study of 
DNA sequences transferred to the plant genome via A. tumefaciens. They discovered that 
seven out of eleven transgenic tomato plants carried T-DNA at a single genetic locus. 
Their major discovery was that two distinct T-DNA elements could be physically joined 
in the plant genome. However Spielmann and Simpson (1987) carried out studies on 
transgenic tobacco plants that were produced by inoculation of leaf discs with A. 
tumefaciens harboring a disarmed vector containing soybean leghemoglobin Lbc3 and 
glycinin G2 genes. The transferred DNA was found at multiple genetic loci in five of the 
six cases examined. In one plant, kanamycin-resistance traits were at four independent 
chromosomal positions, although two were genetically linked at about three 
centimorgans. These results were different from those by other researchers who showed 
that distinct T-DNAs were always integrated at the same locus. The difference was 
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attributed to the fact that Spielmann and Simpson (1987) used Agrobacterium strain 
LBA4404 which is an octopine strain whereas the other researchers used C58, a nopaline 
strain. The frequency of multiple transformation was shown to be relatively high (Petit et 
al. 1986). Petit and colleagues speculated that some of the transform ants with multiple 
T-DNA inserts must result from multiple transformations of a single plant cell by 
different individual bacteria. This was due to the fact that in their experiments, which 
used opines as markers, about 40% of individual roots that developed on carrot discs 
inoculated with a mixture of manopine and cucumopine type strains of Agrobacterium 
contained both opines. 
Previously work by Depicker and colleagues (1985) had provided interesting findings. In 
their experiments they wished to determine whether a plant cell is transformed by one or 
many Agrobacteria during cocultivation, since there is a 100-fold excess bacteria versus 
plant cells. Also, they wanted to know if the transformation frequency in cocultivation 
experiments is limited either by the number of plant cells capable of being transformed 
and/or by the frequency with which effective bacterial contacts are established with each 
plant cell. They approached these questions by measuring the co-transformation 
frequencies of two different selectable T-DNAs when present either in the same 
bacterium or in two different bacteria. The first T-DNA that they used was the wild type 
T -DNA of the plasmid C58; the hormone balance of the plant cell is changed by 
expression of the T-DNA genes allowing selection of hormone-independent growth. In 
addition, this T-DNA codes for nopaline synthase, an additional marker to detect plant 
cell transformation. The second T-DNA construction was a mini-T-DNA construction 
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containing a selectable marker gene, consisting of fusions of plant promoters to the 
neomycin phosphotransferase coding sequence of Tn5. Their interpretation of the 
transformation frequencies was based on the following rationale. If the frequency of 
doubly transformed plant cells would be equal to the product of each single 
transformation, then this would indicate that co-transformation is the result of 
independent transformation events, and that every plant cell is equally competent, and 
can equally well stabilize the introduced T-DNA copies presumably through integration. 
They defined the competence of a plant cell as the ability to interact with Agrobacterium 
and to stabilize accepted T-DNAs during the course of co-cultivation. They also 
reasoned that if the number of co-transformed cells would be higher than the number of 
cells with only one type of T -DNA, this would imply that the plant cell competence to 
acquire, integrate, and express aT-DNA is more limiting than the Agrobacterium 
competence to transform a cell. 
The results of their experiments showed that the co-transformation frequency of two 
distinguishable T-DNAs from different bacteria by a mixed co-cultivation infection is 
nearly identical to the frequency predicted for independent events. This observation 
seemed to imply that each plant cell has enough attachment sites for several bacteria. 
Based on the fact that there is no limitation for other bacteria to superinfect a transformed 
plant cell their results suggested that most of the plant cells are transformed by only one 
or a few bacteria. They also found that the co-transformation frequency of two different 
T-DNAs contained within one bacterium is much higher than expected for independent 
transformation events; in different experiments it ranged between 60% and 70% relative 
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to single transfonned plant cells. Thus they had shown that a single bacterium can 
transfer and integrate two separate T-DNAs during one infection event. This result 
indicated that plant cells are more likely to acquire several T -DNAs from one bacterium 
than one each from several bacteria. 
De Block and Debrouwer (1991) and Denis et al. (1995) both cotransfonned hypocotyl 
explants of Brassica using the same transfonnation method. Denis et at. (1995) found 
that six out of nine cotransfonned plants contained the two different T -DNAs genetically 
linked. De Block and Debrouwer (1991) perfonned a genetic and molecular analysis on 
eighteen cotransfonned plants and found that fourteen of these plants contained linkages 
of the two different T -DNAs. Thus the observation that two different cotransferred T-
DNAs are freqently linked to each other has been made so far for one transfonnation 
method and one species. 
De Neve et al. (1997) extended these observations by verifying whether linkage of 
cotransferred T -DNAs was a general phenomenon occurring also with other 
transfonnation methods and plant species. In order to achieve this they transferred two 
different T -DNAs into two model plant species, Nicotiana tabacum and Arabidopsis 
thaliana, using three different transfonnation methods: Arabidopsis leaf disc and root 
transfonnation and Nicotiana protoplast transfonnation. Their results showed that the T-
DNAs derived from different bacteria were frequently integrated at the same locus, 
independent of the plant species or transfonnation method used. Southern analysis 
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revealed that 12 out of27 Arabidopsis transformants contained the cotransferred T-DNAs 
linked to each other. 
Based on the work by the aforementioned researchers the aim of this study was to 
develop a simple system using a tobacco leaf disc transformation system based on 
Agrobacterium that would generate multigene transformants (Fig. 4.1). This would be 
achieved by generating a strain of Agrobacterium that harbours two compatible plasmids, 
each carrying a separate T-DNA. The rationale of this experiment was based on the fact 
that plant cells are more likely to acquire several T-DNAs from one bacterium than one 
each from several bacteria (Depicker et ai. 1985). Additionally the frequency of 
transformation of two T-DNAs contained within one Agrobacterium is much higher than 
expected for independent transformation events (Depicker et al. 1985; Komari et al. 
1996). 
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.2.1 Molecular methods 
All routine DNA manipulation techniques were performed as outlined in Sambrook et al. 
(1989). 
4.2.2 DNA isolation 
Agrobacterium DNA isolation and plant DNA extraction was done as described in 
Chapter 2. DNA concentrations were determined using a Beckman DU®-64 
spectrophotometer and samples were stored at -20°e. 
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4.2.3 Construction of pPZPlOO-bar 
The plasmid pPZP 1 OO-bar was constructed by inserting the HindlIIIEcoRI fragment of 
plasmid pDGP 165 (Spencer et af. 1990), which contains the CaMV 35S promoter-bar 
expression cassette, into the respective site of plasmid pPZP 1 00 (Hajdukiewicz et af. 
1994). The plasmid pPZP 100-bar incorporates the bar expression cassette within the 
right and left borders (Fig. 4.1). 
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Fig. 4.1 Construction of plasmid pPZPIOO-bar. The bar expression cassette was 
derived from plasmid pDPG165 as a HindIIIIEcoRI fragment and then 
directionally cloned into the corresponding site of plasmid pPZP 1 00 flanked by 
the right (RB) and left (LB) borders. The bar gene is driven by the Cauliflower 
Mosaic 35S promoter (35S) and has a Tr7 transcription terminator. The plasmid 
pPZP100 has a chloramphenicol resistance (cmr) gene. 
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Fig. 4.2 The 800 bp T -DNA fragment of plasmid pB ll21. The fragment 
carries an nptIl gene, which confers resistance to kanamycin, driven by a 
nopaline synthase promoter (NOS-P) and transcription is tenninated by a 
nopaline synthase tenninator (NOS-T). It also has a gus gene driven by a 
35S promoter and has a nopaline synthase transcription tenninator (NOS-
T). Both genes are flanked by the RB and LB. 
4.2.4 Transformation of Agrobacterium 
A 
Transformation of Agrobacterium was done by either electroporation or freeze-thaw 
methods as described in Chapter 2. In the strain that contained two separate binary 
vectors the plasmids were introduced sequentially. 
141 
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4.2.5 The strategy used to generate t~bacco multigene transformants in this study 
pBI12l pPZPlOO-bar 
C58Cl(pMP90) 
" 
C58Cl (pMP90)(pBI12l )(pPZPl OO-bar) 
Generation of callus via tobacco leaf disc transformation 
,,. 
Generation of To plants from callus selecting on 
kanamycin. Use of PCR and/or Southern blot analysis to 
check for double transformants. 
, 
Generation of T J plants: half of the seeds of the progeny of 
each double transformant grown under kanamycin 
selection and the other half on bialaphos. 
Use of PCR to check for Mendelian segregation of the two 
genes in each TJ line. 
Fig. 4.3 A flow diagram of the strategy used for the generation of tobacco multigene 
transforrnants. See text for more details. 
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4.2.6 Southern blot analysis of Agrobacterium and PCR analysis 
Southern blot analysis and PCR analysis of Agrobacterium was done as described under 
Materials and methods in Chapter 2. 
4.2.7 Tobacco leaf disc transformation 
Tobacco leaf disc transformation was performed as described under Materials and 
Methods in Chapter 2. 
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Tobacco leaf disc co-cultivation using A. tumefaciens strain 
C58C1(PMP90)(PBI121)(pPZP100-bar) 
Following co-cultivation with the above strain of A. tumefaciens, the tobacco leaf discs 
were cultured on callus induction medium containing kanamycin (100 mg/I) to inhibit 
growth of non-transformed tobacco cells, and supplemented with c1aforan (500 mg/l) to 
inhibit fungal growth. These conditions resulted in the appearance of vigorously growing 
callus tissue around the edges of the leaf discs. No callus developed in the leaf discs that 
were transformed with strain C58Cl(pMP90) (Fig. 4.4) . The 28 leaf discs that had 
developed callus tissue were cut into smaller pieces and transferred to regeneration 
mediwn, and then to rooting mediwn containing kanamycin (100 mg/l). Continuous 
selection of callus up to rooting of the plantlets on medium containing kanamycin 
ensured there were no escapes (Christou et al. 1991; Sudhakar et al. 1998; Vain et al. 
1998; Tang et al. 1999). In an attempt to ensure independently derived plants 28 plants 
were recovered, one each from the 28 leaf discs. These plants constituted the To 
generation (Fig. 4.5). 
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CS8C 1 (pMP90) 
B 
CS8Cl(pMP90)(pPZPlOO-bar) 
Fig. 4.4 Representative photographs of tobacco leaf disc transfonnation using 
Agrobacterium strains C58Cl (pPMP90) and C58Cl (pMP90)(pBI121)(pPZP 1 OO-bar). 
The photographs were taken three weeks after callus initiation. More details are 
available in the text. 
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Fig. 4.5 Flourishing To Tobacco plants growing on soil. These plants were 
generated from callus that had been a result of leaf disc transformation which 
was co-cultivated with the strain C58Cl(p.MP90)(pBI121)(pPZPIOO-bar) and 
selected on kanamycin. See text for more details. 
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4.3.2 Characterization of To plants 
Of the 28 plants, 16 were randomly selected for studies and molecular analysis 
was (Table 4.1 4.6A). aim this was to 
the 16 were double transformants. The results showed 12 
of 16 plants were double trarlsto,rmlmts (Fig.4.6B). contained 
unselected bar 
4.3.3 Characterization of plants 
order to generate plants the flowers the To that were double 
were self-pollinated by 1"£\"'",,,,,,\£, with to ensure no 
cross pollination took place. Seeds were harvested ' planted in Y:z MS medium a 
Half of the from each plant were grown on medium supplemented with 
kanamycin (100 mg/l) and other half on medium supplemented with bialaphos (3 
mg/I). The plantlets that were resistant to kanamycin or bialaphos thrived whereas 
that were sensitive bleached and died (results not shown). Of the 12 plants that 
emanated double eight of them (lines 200, 206, 212, 21 215, 221, 
226 and 228) showed of 1 (Table 4.1; One plant, 
showed a 15:1 (Table 4.1; Fig 
(201, 219 223) did not on bialaphos despite the 
double transformants (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.7 A). 
However plant lines 
that they were progeny of 
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Table 4.1. Molecular and genetic analysis of the To and TI tobacco transformants. 
Plant I peR analysis ofT" plants Growtb on Bialapbos selection ofT] plants Segregation 
Line Bials Kanb Total no. tested R C Sd ratio 
200 + + 116 84 32 3:1 
201 + + 84 0 84 
203 - + 
206 + + 92 67 25 3:1 
207 - + 112 107 5 15:1 
212 + + 13] 95 36 3:1 
213 + + 114 86 28 3:1 
215 + + 104 73 31 3:1 
218 - + NT 
219 + + 107 0 107 
221 + + 96 71 25 3:1 
223 + + 119 0 119 
224 
-
+ NT 
226 + + 91 67 24 3:1 
227 + + NT 
228 + + 87 75 22 3:1 
a Bialapbos; b Kanamycin; C Resistant; d Sen:~lthl'e~ e Not tested 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11121314 151617181920 
A 
-+- 800bp 
B 
-+- 414 bp 
Fig. 4.6 analysis of the plants generated from callus. Panel A shows the 16 
plants that were on kanamycin (lanes 5-20). These plants were positive for 
the 800 bp nptII The same plants were analysed for the presence of the 414 bp 
bar gene (Panel B) in to determine the double transformants. In both panels 
1 and 4 contain AI Pst water and non tobacco 3 
contains plasmid control, pB1121 in A and pPZPIOO-bar in B. 
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Despite repeated attempts Southern blot analysis was not successful in study. Line 
212 was randomly selected further using peR. This was done order to 
affIrm that the expression was a of presence of the DNA. results 
all 14 plants that were selected on kanamycin tested positive for the bar 
the 10 that were on bialaphos also for the bar 
(Fig. 4.8). The 14 plants that were on kanamycin were all for nptII 
and 10 plants that were selected on bialaphos were all positive for nptII 
(Fig 4.9). 
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Fig. 4.7 Growth ofT t plants on selection medium. Panel A shows the progeny ofline 201 
which failed to thrive on medium supplemented with bialaphos although it could grow on 
medium supplemented with kanamycin (Panel B). Panel C shows the progeny of line 228 
being a representative of the 3: 1 Mendelian segregation ratio. Panel D shows the progeny of 
line 207, the only plant to give a 15:1 Mendelian segregation ratio. 
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Bialapbos selection 
1 2 3 45678 9 101112131415161718 
414 bp 
Kanamycin selection 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
414 bp 
Fig. 4.8 Analysis of the progeny of 212. The 14 plants (Panel A) that were selected on 
bialaphos (lanes 5-18) are all positive for the 414-bp bar gene as expected. The 10 plants 
(Panel B) that were selected on kanamycin (lanes 5-14) are also positive for the bar gene. 
Lanes 1-4 of both panels are identical and they contain; 1, AI Pst J molecular weight markers; 
2, water; 3, plasmid pPZPlOO-bar; 4, a non transgenic tobacco plant. 
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Bialaphos selection 
.. 800 bp 
Kanamycin selection 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15'16 17 18 
.... -- 800bp 
Fig. 4.9 Analysis of progeny of 212. 10 
(Panel A) that were selected on bialaphos (lanes 5-14) are all 
positive the 800-bp nptlI gene. The 14 plants (Panel that 
were selected on kanamycin (lanes 8) are also positive for the 
nptII gene as expected. Lanes 1 of Panels and B are identical 
and they contain; 1, A/Pst I molecular weight markers; Water; 
3, pBI 1; 4, a non transgenic tobacco plant. A detailed 
explanation is in the text. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
ability UHoll"',",,"'''''U!,; blocks of f"' .... ··Aulm in a single operon would avoid 
complications inherent putting one into random locations in nuclear 
into a T-DNA not avoid the compounded 
variable pY~~rp'~C!u\n problem encountered in nuclear plants (Bogorad, 2000). 
The size such multiple-gene plasmids may determine amount of transgene 
reairrangc~miant, as DNA is known to before or 
1997; Kohli et al. 1999). 
transformed with large constructs of up to 150 
...... vu'Fou plants have 
..... n.un .... '" et al. 1996), 
optimal ... ",..,........... to malintain a of intact to rearral[lgedJ 
trruns~(errlco"~u,,,.u,,v~isnotknown et al. 1999). 
The aim this study was to investigate the possibility of introducing two carried 
on two separate and compatible A. tumefaciens binary vectors to a single 
method. The results obtained in this study 12 out of 16 (Le. 75%) 
plants were double defined as frequency with which cells transformed 
with a first contain a second unselected T -DNA. double 
trrunsformation obtained in this work is higher than that observed by Jones et al. (1987) 
Jor!~ensen et (1987) who a frequency of just over 50% rund De Neve et 
(1997) who that out of (44%) were double 
trrunsformrunts. De Block rund Debrouwer (1991) evaluated the of co-
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transformation and linkage of a number Brassica 
obtained a co-transformation frequency of 37%. This with 
of double 
transformation was much higher than is expected of individual trruostorrnatlon events if 
the T-DNAs were contained in one bacterium. 
findings Depicker et al. (1985) showed the 
However when the generated from the double transformants were or""",," on 
"',",,',","'L.lUH medium only plants gave expected Mendelian segregation of two 
genes (Fig 4.6 and Table 4.1). In other words 75% of plants contained the two 
genes one locus. 
plausible to think the two 
were nrn'nn .... on selection media, it is 
This is particularly important were being AyrlrA<;:<;:An 
as et al. (1987) showed that particular position of insertion of the T-DNA can 
influence the eXt)re~lSlOln of the introduced gene. It is therefore conceivable to ""'1".1"."''' that 
the two genes were preferentially integrated in transcriptionally active the 
chromosome. This phenomenon has also been observed by Konez et al. (1989). 
progeny ofline 207 gave a segregation the two had 
integrated in two independent loci 4.6). Thus, results 
findings of Buck et al. (1999) that after Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, 
multiple T-DNAs frequently at the same locus in plant They went 
on to show that this .n1"" ....... "1'u,.... often results 
repeats. However these inverted repeats cannot amplified or 
orientation the T -DNAs could not be determined in experiment to the 
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unavailability of Southern blot analysis results. However it has shown that co-
transformed integrate as inverted copies, oriented in an inverted or tandem 
configuration in more than 70% the transformants Neve et al. 1997). This 
observation is of particular importance view of the correlation between tratlsglene 
repeats and transgene silencing. It has been reported that or transgenes that are 
present in mUltiple copies as clustered units seem to have an enhanced susceptibility for 
both transcriptional and post-transcriptional silencing (Meyer and Saedler, 1996; Starn et 
ai. 1 De Neve et ai. 1999). Thus ",,,,,,,,,,',,nT co-transformations, as a result of applying 
optimal transformation conditions, may be an important reason for silencing and variation 
of transgene expression in transgenic plants (De Buck et al. 1998). 
".n.liJ"'~UUV'" the progeny lines (lines 201, 9 could not on 
media supplemented with bialaphos (represented by Fig. 4.7 A) '"' ..... al!J~ ...... the fact that these 
plants were parents that contained the bar as demonstrated by peR. 
These plants were howeve  able to on supplemented with ~"""''''''J 
(represented by 4.7B). These results indicated that the of bar was 
either to the phenomenon transgene silencing setting in early during development 
VVJ'«" .... ", and 1995), or to the absence an intact copy of the gene cassette due 
to rearranged transgenic sequences. De Buck et al. (1999) or 
inverted T-DNA border junctions at the sequence level and showed that nr"'· .... l<l!P t:lrIU-LO-
end were found two right border ends, whereas imprecise fusions and 
filler DNA were T -DNA containing a left border. Their conclusion 
was that end-to-end ligation of double stranded T-DNAs occurs between 
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T-DNA and illegitimate recombination on the of ml(~rotlorrlOl()g 
deletions, activities, insertion filler DNA is involved the formation of left 
border T -DNA on these it is possible lack of 
expression n ... "",...,,, .. ,, was a result the formation of left T -DNA 
et al. (1997) deIltlOnstrslted that different traIlsge:mc 
barley plants ten copies gus there was no 
between copy number transgene ","V1"I .. "',,'''' it is "'-U""'''''''.1 that 
possible observed this ex]pertmc;:nt 
copy ........ , .. vv. However it is still interesting to note that progeny out 
trans,renlC plants could not the bar 
The most of transgenic COIlltauled the two in one is a 
common one. However reason for pne:nOlneIlon is subject to speculation. This, 
and a derivative a nopaline-type strain In this 
linked loci were despite that two genes were carried on two separa1te 
plasmids in a strain. Remarkably, all that showed the 
of DNA at multiple loci utilized the octopine LBA4404 strain of Agrobacterium 
(Spielman Simpson, 1986; Komari et al. The method transformation 
the type plant or used do not affect type of T-DNA integration (De 
Neve et al. 1997). on it is that use of a 
of an octopine strain may favour unlinked co-transformation. 
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In this experiment only one plant out of twelve double transfommnts (line 207) showed 
that the two genes intlegrated at two independent loci. This low incidence of multiple 
independent integration sites makes the single strain method, with two genes on separate 
plasmids, a suitable option for introducing multigene families. Apart from high 
frequency transformation that 
described this 
construction the plasmids 
using a mixture method that has 
strain method is known for, the method 
much easier to perform with respect to the 
other experiments researchers have resorted to 
shown to produce a low frequency double 
transformants. Construction of co-integrate vectors that contain two T-DNAs for use 
the single strain method will certainly more difficult ( Komari et al. 1997). The only 
setback with 
compatible. 
method that has 
"U"""'"'''' this is a 
described 
problem 
is that vectors need to be 
having to construct a special co-
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 
overall aim of this ",,,,,,,,u,,,u was to investigate the possibility of using 
157 
as a 
binary vector and to develop a simple system for the generation of multigene 
transformants. In this Chapter I present an evaluation of major findings this 
research and, 
biotechnology. 
appropriate, implications that might in the field of plant 
The introduction of into plants is now a technique. Most genes are 
introduced into plants via plasmid vector systems. T -DNA vectors must have the right 
and borders. These vectors must either replicate in Agrobacterium on their own 
(binary vectors) Frammond et al. 1983;'Hoekema et 1983) or be ..... "'OUJ;ll'-'U with a 
partner plasmid that does so (co integrate vector; Zambryski et al. 1 . Fraley et ai. 
1985). Binary vectors on two plasmids, one with the T-DNA and another with the 
vir The gene plasmid, called a helper, is normally a Ti plasmid from 
which the T-DNA deleted. Helper common use include 
octopine type pAL4404 (Hoekema et al. 1983), the nopaline pMP90 (Konez and 
Schell, 1986) and the succinomopine type EHAlOl et ai. 1986). Most binary 
vectors are derived from the host plasmid RK2, pBIN19 (Bevan, 1984), or 
alternatively pVSl the series of vectors (Hajdukiewcz et al. 1994). 
Plasmid RSFlOlO or their offers a very attractive 
for development of novel binary vectors. These are likely to be adapted 
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transfer of bigger fragments of DNA the plasmids that are currently in use. 
is the only region vector that is recognized nicked the MobA protein. 
Therefore the release of the DNA to be transferred to plant will from 
two successive of the oriT site, which second occurs only after 
initially oriT has restored by lagging strand synthesis. In words 
oriT plays the role of right and borders and of transferred DNA 
corresponds to that of the entire plasmid. 
The that entire plasmid may integrate within the plant genome may be a cause for 
concern but this is not any different from the T-DNA binary vectors which it was 
shown that to 75% of the studied contained the vector backbone sequences 
(Kononov et al. 1997). In authors COlUlIme:G a 
do not ..... ,,"' ... ,,'" and, that is if serves as a 'pilot protein' to guide the _"""<>"£'1 from 
able to serve as a protein' to initiate bacterium to the plant cell, it "uv ........ also 
transfer of the non-T -DNA portion of a plasmid (or the vector backbone of 
a binary vector) to plant. aSS'OCl:aUcm of VirD2 and the 5' end of the non-T -DNA 
portion of plasmid been (!hn,um (Durrenberger et al. 1989). then 
other """''''''''''''''';' also shown transfer plants of non-T-DNA sequences 
(Martineau et al. 1994; Ka:mrunatJnan and Veluthrumbi, 1995). fact that oriT 
the mob genes can be separated still remain functional opens the possibility of 
generating two smaller plasmids, one in which genes of and are 
another one that .., .... 1-'1-' .. , • .., mob tunlCtlCl11S in trans. Such an arnmf,;ement will 
it possible to even tral~(mts of than that are currently cloned 
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using the ordinary vectors. transformation eIIllclelncy of RSFI its lack of 
precision in 
vector (Bravo-Angel et al. 
research show a specific aa~{anllaJl:e 
interest are aU cloned upstream 
transferred DNA makes it less attractive as a binary 
However, the results that were obtained in this 
Ensuring that the genes of 
selectable maIk€~r and downstream oriT 
site will avoid 3' deletion in genes of interest. This has become a standard rule 
even when T-DNA binary vectors. In this case right border the nic 
site. The only problem in using derivatives as binary vectors arise from 
the fact that tend to inhibit transfer by binary vectors. This means that 
a pTF -FC2 derived binary vector cannot be used in the system of co-transformation 
described a of Agrobacterium has to carry two binary vectors. 
If integration of DNA took place at a single locus, it would be plausible to think that 
such an 'nT.:>tT1","h .. '.... was due to use of a ___ ,,- __ ' ____ type strain Even more 
surpnsmg IS 
experiments 
fact that 
the octopine 
cases where res:erurchers peJ:iolIDt,d CiD-tJraDlst()mmt]IOn 
LBA4404 the mte:graltlOn pattern 
loci. If that the case then the system described Chapter 4 may 
multiple 
a dual purpose. 
multigene 
Secondly, 
The one would be that it could be as a way of ... ",,.,,,,,.<,1",1"1 
by using 
unlinked 
process 
(marker 
is ,"".'''1I'1·'' .... T as most are polygenic 
octopine strain LBA4404 the <,,,,,,r,,,",, may be 
Such a .,..", .... ,uv makes it possible to generate rV/='r_rrp"" plants. 
transformation usually utilizes a 
resistance, along with the 
that confers antibiotic or hP,.I"\' ... ·U1 
of interest to a desired 
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Regenerating cells antibiotic-or herbiCide-containing growth media 
DelmIts "''''''''''''''''''' of only those cells have incorporated the foreign Once 
trarlsg~~mc plants been genes serve no useful purpose but they 
continue to produce gene Dr(J,au~cts. It is this reason, among others, 
transgenic plants have generated a number of environmental consumer concerns 
(Zechendorf. 1994). Of particular concern is the of important 
antibiotic resistance products that could inactivate oral of the antibiotic 
(reviewed Pucta, 2000; Daniell, Another concern is that the antibiotic 
........ ..,H.""."' ... genes could be transferred to pathogenic microbes in the gastrointestinal tract 
or soil them resistant to treatment with such antibiotics (Daniell et al. 2001). 
assessment have argued that are no scientific, health or safety reasons 
to restrict the use the neomycin phosphotransferase (npt!/) selectable marker 
(Nap et Fuchs et al. 1993). may not true of selectable markers 
each malfk€~r and as such ne(~es:sitaltes a ."' ... }', ..... 1 and "' ...... ~'''' .. '''. risk assessment orcice~)s 
gene product. could cause "'Vjl.L<>l' .. "'.<l.UJ,'" delays the release a transgenic 
FUlrthiernom'e regardless of the assurances 
consumer acceptance of a product that ucnTPTT1": 
al.1999). Therefore it would be ..,"'"..,.v,,'" to 
""..,.,,, ........ '"' ... genes. 
Komari et al. (1996) what super 
risk assessment .. "' ... "'..,~'" it is 
performance (Gleave et 
perceived risks by eliminating 
vectors by virtue the fact 
carried two separate on one plasmid in order to generate marker-free plants 
through tumifaciens-mediated co-transformation of plants. They used 
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octlJDUle LBA4404 and they a high frequency of integration of 
the at unlinked loci using the strain memo,a. The ""'.(111<''''''''' of co-
..... ".L .... 'LU.L.~U .. , .. with the two T-DNAs was m-ellter than However, system 
,","'aUL'''' 4 has a good potential for F>"'.L.LV.L'~U.L"F> rV"'r_Y'r"p plants as the 
be more difficult than vector two T-DNAs 
simply two T-DNAs on two plasmids. the .LL"''1 .......... ., of 
... .., .... v.'" transformation is likely to than the they obtained. 
results in this show that mobilization functions of pu .. "U.Ll, ... pTF-
FC2 can transfer 
naturally nl"l"" ......... cr 
plasmids are small 
",,,,,,,,,,'I-.,na bacteria. 
has the ....... ''''''''1-1'' 
5.1). Based on 
functions plant 
is known to perform this 
lae;-n()St··rarl2:e I-IAQ,,:UU-lU'" that can be trallstl~rrf:d .... eUVJ".I5'" 
""''''1'''''' as Buchanan-Wollaston et 
Both 
Gram-
different bac:terlla into cells (Fig. 
flow hetwefm Gram-negative bacteria 
and is higher previously thought. is of considerable evolutionary 
significance as it means that any gene normally found in bacterium could 
transferred by a plasmid as pTF-FC2 plants. It is also very that the 
oriT rell(lOIlS other as unidentified pla:smlds could mnctl(m in the same 
way as ofRSFlOlO pTF-FC2. 
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pTF-FC2 
-ve 
Tra+ 
Plants 
Gram -ve 
Tra+ 
tumefaciens 
pTF-FC2 
pTF-FC2 
RSFIOIO 
RSFIOIO 
Gram-ve 
Tra+ 
Fig. 5.1 Diagram to represent the potential spread ofRSFIOlO and 
,"uu'" .. !".,,. plant and bacterial populations. The plasmids can be mobilized into 
Vir+ bacteria like A. tumefaciens and thence into plant or they can 
transferred amongst other Gram-negative bacteria. At any they could 
incorporate bacterial DNA which could then be transferred to the next 
recipient. Adapted from Buchanan-Wollaston et al. (1987). 
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Another an attractive feature of the binary vectors will their use in 
the expansion knowledge of the similarities between the transfer of T-DNA 
conjugal plasmids. RSF1010 has already provided much needed evidence that vir 
are functionally interchangeable with bacterial conjugal transfer and that this 
indicates a strong similarity between the two (Winans, 1992). Plasmid pTF-FC2 
with it additional which to be ',. ...... n,'u further in to 
gain more HJ.<>lb'J.'''' into DNA tralnsrorroatlOn ,,,,<o.pn,,, So indications 
are that cOll1ugai No",,,,,f,,... """TP''''''' are more orOIIDI:SCUiDUS than n .. ,,'"''-''' thought. 
results presented here 
DNA although this was not 
it possible to determine direction of 
of the of study. The plasmid 
traJlstl~rr(:Cl in a fashion with mobC of leading the 
cell These are consistent those obtained Kim 
of 
were 
plant 
(1989) who showed that the transfer of !.nQ,,'UUJlU Rl 
RSF1010) was unidirectionaL This phenomenon has also 
transter into plants (Wang et al. 1984). 
(essentially identical to 
shown for T-DNA 
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~-
Replieon Mobilization 
5'_AACGGTCATCCTGI\TATTGCTCAACCGCTCTACTATCATATC 
Fig Simplified map of pDER-bar showing the location of oriT (T) within 
the region required for mobilization (shaded). The direction of trrulSft:~r 
(indicated with an arrow) and the nic site (1\) have been determined from this 
work. 
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In conclusion this work has shown that the mob and oriTmobilization functions ofpTF-
are able to promote transfer to tobacco (Chapter 2). Furthermore the plasmid is 
likely to be more proficient in DNA ........ " ...... ,,... and integration than RSFIOIO (Chapter 3). 
The results presented in Chapter 4 a simple and v ... .uv,,"",u ."'" .. 1'''''' ..... for the generation 
UA ..... A~"'U'" plant ... """""' ... 'VU"J, ....... ,,,. Depending on strain f!r()/)actenum used this 
can adapted to linked loci or multiple loci. 
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APPENDIX A 
Plasmids used in this study 
. 
.. 
Fig. A.I Physical map of plasmid pDPG165 that was 
ext)resisioin cassette et al. 1990). 
196 
as a source for the bar 
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Fig. A.2 Physical map of pUC4K carrying a drug resistance marker from the 
transposon Tn903 which an aminoglycoside 3' phosphotransferase gene, 
conferring resistance to kanamycin and neomycin (Viera and Messing, 1992). 
Clal pDER405 
15500 bp 
. P1i1l1 
EcoRI 
Pvllil 
Pvlll 
Pst! 
Sphl 
Fig. Physical map of the broad-host-range plasmid pDER405 constructed by 
cloning a 4.2-kb PstUNdeI fragment, carrying the mobilization region from the 
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans plasmid pTF-FC2, into pBR325 (Rawlings et al. 1986). 
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et 1994). 
SciI 
. , 
I 
100 
6636bc 
. 
5 
Physical map of the pPZPI 00 Agrobacterium 
! 
; 
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vector (Hajdukiewicz 
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Acc /5323 
8spM" 
Kpn 14926 
Asp718 
Xma 14868 
Sma 14868 
f 4868 
I 4737 
, 4705===::::~ 
SnaB 1441 
---
Msc I 4175, ___ _ 
ufdA 
Bst8 13707---""" 
r 3528---/ 
Bsg 1 
Sac I 
Ban" 
All II 
Sty/ 
i Nco 15457 
PpuM 15432 
5461 bP: 
199 
r------.SSp1286 I 814 
..-------Sca 1918 
,,------EcoN / 
1 
! 2411 
Nsi 1279 
Fig. A.S Physical map of which was used as a source of the gene 
expression cassette. 
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pART27 
!1O.'1I:I» 
Physical map ofthe plasmid pART2T. (Gleave, 1992) 
T7l 1 start 
Ape I 14 
Aatll 20 
Sphl 26 
BstZI 31 
Nco I 31 
pOEM·· T Easy BstZI 43 
Vector! Not I 43 
(3015bp) Sac II EcoRI 
~el 64 
coR I 70 
Not I 17 
BstZI 17 
Pst I 88 
Sail 90 
Ndel 91 
Sac I 109 
BstX I 118 
Nsil 127 
141 
200 
Fig. A.7 Physical map ofpGEM®-T Easy vector showing sequence reference 
points (promega, USA) 
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APPENDIXB 
Plant tissue culture media used in this study 
TOBACCO INFECTION WITH AGROBACTERIUM tumefaciens 
! 
II Co- li Shooting II Rooting II Basic or 
cultivation'-' ... medium medium Growth 
medium medium GM) 
MS stock 25ml 25mI 25ml 25ml 
4x micronutrient Imlofeach Imlofeach Imlofeach Imlofeach 
stocks-
Na2Mo04.2H20, 
C US04.5 H20, 
CoCh.6H2O 
MS vitamins 10ml 10mi 10ml 10ml 
stock 
NAA 
1m 1m 
250mg 
100mg 
3mg 
20m 
MS VITAMINS STOCK 
M 500ml 
50 
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Bacterium culture media useJ 
109 Tryptone 
Sg extract 
109 Sodium chloride 
this study 
Make up to a litre with sterile water ~d autoclave. 
109 Tryptone 
Yeast extract 
109 Sodium chloride 
1 Agar 
I 
Make up to a litre with sterile water ~nd autoclave. " 
20g Tryptone 
Yeast extract 
O.Sg Sodium chloride 
r 
I 
202 
I 
Dissolve in 9S0ml distilled water. ",dd IOml of250mM KCl. Adjust pH t07.0 with ION 
sodium hydroxide and up to 97Sml. Autoclave, cool, and add 20m) sterile 1M 
glucose and Sml sterile 2M MgClz, ! 
